
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC 

 
       AGENDA 

CALL TO ORDER 9:30 a.m. 

AGENDA 
1.  Adoption of the Agenda  

 
PETITIONS AND DELGATIONS 

2.  Louise Bradford, Trisha Beaty, Sylvia Fockler, Barb Hately regarding Bylaw 
Nos.325.20 & 310.137 (Brown) 

 

3.  Lynne and Ron Brown regarding Bylaw Nos.325.20 & 310.137 (Brown)  

4.  Ryan Daley regarding Crown Referral 2410710 for a Private Moorage in 
Wood Bay (Holland) 

 

 
BYLAWS 

5.  Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 325.20, 
2011 and Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 
310.137, 2011 (Brown) 
Electoral Area B (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX A 
pp 1 – 46   

 
REPORTS 

6.  Crown Referral 2410710 for a Private Moorage in Wood Bay (Holland) 
Electoral Area B (Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX  B 
pp 47 – 68  

 
COMMUNICATIONS 

7.  Steve Munro, Deputy Minster,  Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and 
Reconciliation regarding Private Moorage 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX  C 
pp 69 – 70  

8.  Sean Herbert, Director, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations regarding Integrated Management of Aquaculture Plan 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX D 
pp 71 – 72  

9.  Norma Brow, RCOCP, Beautification of Fortis BC Service Buildings 
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX E 
pp 73  

 
REPORTS 

10.  Commercial Medical Marijuana Sales 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX F 
pp 74 – 77    
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11.  Invasive Plants Update 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX G 
pp 78 – 80  

12.  BC Timber Sales Update 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX H 
pp 81 – 94  

13.  Affordable Housing Funding Options 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX I 
pp 95 – 99  

14.  Conditions of Development Permits & Development Variance Permits for 
Reporting and Protecting Archaeological Finds 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX J 
pp 100 – 103  

15.  Highway Frontage Requirement – 3249 & 3237 Crystal Road, Roberts 
Creek 
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  K 
pp 104 – 106  

16.  Planning and Development Monthly Report for March, 2012 
(Regional/Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  L 
pp 107 – 113  

17.  Building Division Statistics for March 2012 
 

ANNEX  M 
pp 114 – 118  

18.  Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of March 27, 2012 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX  N 
pp 119 – 120  

19.  Natural Resources Advisory Committee  Minutes of March 28, 2012 
(Regional Planning Services) 

ANNEX O  
pp 121 – 123  

20.  Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of March 27, 2012 
Electoral Area B (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  P 
pp 124 – 126  

21.  Roberts Creek (Area D) APC Minutes of March 26, 2012 
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  Q 
pp 127  

22.  Elphinstone (Area E) APC Minutes of March 28, 2012 
Electoral Area E (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  R 
pp 128 – 129  

23.  West Howe Sound (Area F) APC Minutes of March 27, 2012 
Electoral Area F (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  S 
pp 130 – 132  

 
BYLAWS 

24.  Bylaw 310.143 and 522.15 Temporary Use Permits 
Electoral Areas B -  F (Rural Planning Services) 

ANNEX  T 
pp 133 – 142  
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE: April 11, 2012 
TO: Planning & Development Committee – April 19, 2012 
FROM: David Rafael (Senior Planner), Planning & Development Division 
RE: OCP / ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NOS. 325.20 & 310.137 (BROWN) 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

THAT with respect to 5322 Backhouse Road (PID 017-402-204, Lot 15, Block A, 
District Lot 4537, Plan LMP794) the Planning and Development Committee 
recommend to the Board that: 

1. Bylaw 325.20 be amended to facilitate subdivision of the property;   
2. Bylaw 310.137 be amended to create new RU1D zone that limits the 

number of dwellings to one per parcel; 
3. Bylaw 310.137 be amended to establish a new subdivision district 

“E1”, with an 8000 sq metre minimum parcel area;  
AND THAT Bylaw 325.20 and 310.137 be given Second Readings as amended; 
AND THAT a public hearing be scheduled for 7:00 pm on May 15, 2012 at 
Coopers Green Hall (5500 Fishermans Road, Halfmoon Bay) and a Chair and 
Alternate Chair be delegated; 
AND THAT prior to notification of the Public Hearing a covenant be prepared 
regarding protection of vegetation and location, floor area and height of the 
dwelling for proposed Lot A; 
AND FINALLY THAT Bylaw 325.20 be considered not to have any impact on 
the SCRD’s financial and waste management plans  

 

BACKGROUND: 
Ron and Lynne Brown (the applicant) have applied to amend the Halfmoon Bay Official 
Community Plan (OCP) and rezone a portion of their waterfront property located at 5322 
Backhouse Road in order to subdivide their 1.76-hectare lot into two.  Specifically, the applicant 
proposes to create a new vacant lot of around 1 hectare and to have their residence and 
existing bed & breakfast on the remaining lot consisting of about 0.75 hectares. 

A public information meeting was held on August 19th, 2011.  In light of objections raised, two 
other meetings were held on November 12 and 26; both meetings had a facilitator present. 
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DISCUSSION: 
Options 

Option 1 Bylaw 325.20 and Bylaw 310.137 be amended to give a site specific zone 
provision to limit the number of dwellings and to create a new subdivision 
district with an 8000 sq m minimum parcel area and given Second Readings 
and a public hearing be scheduled for 7:00 pm on Tuesday May 15, 2012 at 
Coopers Green Hall (5500 Fishermans Road, Halfmoon Bay) 

Prior to holding the public hearing, staff will work with the applicants to draft a 
covenant that establishes the location, floor area and height of the dwelling for 
proposed Lot A.  The covenant should also establish an area where removal 
of vegetation is not permitted unless there are safety considerations such as 
removal of a hazard tree. 

Option 2 The Bylaws 325.20 and 310.137 not proceed 

The additional public meeting did not resolve the objections raised.  There was 
no discussion about establishing setbacks, building height and floor area 
limitations that would meet any concerns about possible impact on the 
neighbouring property.  Should the Bylaws not proceed to adoption, there are 
two alternatives for the applicants.  One alternative is to have joint title of the 
parcel with another party and allow them to build the second house in a 
location agreed between the owners.  Another, as noted at the information 
meeting, is that joint owners can apply to the SCRD for a Strata Conversion.  
However this would require that the second house is constructed (and the 
dwelling containing the bed and breakfast is converted to an auxiliary building) 
so that the three dimensional envelope of the dwellings and any other 
building/structure could be included in each separate strata title. 

Staff considered making it a requirement that prior to scheduling a public hearing that the 
Browns apply for subdivision in order to clarify how the parcel access would be arranged.  Then 
once preliminary layout approval (PLA) is received the SCRD Board could consider scheduling 
a public hearing.  However the Approving Officer confirmed that he will not give PLA when the 
zoning is in question as sites can be marketed with PLA and there is a risk that the appropriate 
zoning would not be adopted.   

The Browns did apply for a subdivision to receive clarity from the MoTI regarding access 
arrangements.  Details are provided below. 

Public Meetings and Correspondence 

The applicants arranged the meeting on November the 12th and, as required, sent notification 
letters to all owners within the 100 metre notification area as defined by SCRD staff.  It became 
apparent that some people could not attend the meeting on the 12th and in order to ensure a fair 
process, a second meeting was arranged on November 26 by SCRD staff.  Notification letters 
were sent and hand delivered by SCRD staff to announce this second meeting.  This letter 
noted that a staff report would go to the December 8, 2011, Planning and Development 
Committee.  Staff note that due to issues raised at the meetings a report was not included in the 
December 8, 2011 PDC agenda. 

While the notification was sent to only those within the 100 metre area, all parties were told that 
this did not prevent people from outside of the area from attending.  There were two main 
reasons for this.  Firstly the families of the applicants and some objectors live outside of this 
area and it would not be reasonable to prevent them from attending either meeting.  The second 
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reason is that it would be disruptive to try to prevent other people from outside of the area to 
attend either meeting.   

The applicants commissioned a facilitator, Betty Baxter, to attend and oversee both meetings.   

The public information meeting on November 12 was attended by about 27 people, including the 
SCRD’s Senior Planner.  A meeting summary, as compiled by Betty Baxter (the Facilitator), is 
enclosed (Attachment A).  Most people were generally supportive of the proposal, however 
some concerns were raised about the proposal not confirming to the OCP and that the OCP 
policies should be honoured. 

The public meeting on November 26 was attended by about 32 people, including the SCRD’s 
Senior Planner.  A meeting summary, as compiled by Betty Baxter (the Facilitator), is enclosed 
(Attachment B).  The main concern is whether the proposal is in the community interest as it is 
precedent setting and not in keeping with the rural character of the area.  There was a 
discussion about the proposed parcel layout as there are technical issues to be resolved; these 
are discussed below under ‘Access’ and ‘Amended Second Reading’. 

Several people who could not attend the November meetings submitted comments or provided 
additional comments after they attended (Attachment C). 

Participants at the two meetings did not propose any conditions relating to the appropriate 
location for a new dwelling, dwelling size or height.  There was no change in the positions 
expressed at the August 19, 2011 public meeting (Attachment D), nor in the correspondence 
received by the SCRD at the September 15 Planning and Development Committee (Attachment 
E). 

Access 

The applicants provided a tentative plan of subdivision which shows that access to Proposed 
Lot B would be via an easement through Proposed Lot A.   

In reviewing the plan, staff noted that Proposed Lot B does not have a physical connection to 
Backhouse Road.  All new parcels are required by legislation and the Approving Officer to have 
a connection to a road right of way.  The tentative plan was annotated by SCRD staff to identify 
possible solutions (Attachment F), one being a panhandle (the arrows) the other being an 
extension of Backhouse Road through proposed Lot A. 

There is no legal requirement that actual driveway access is provided through a panhandle.  For 
example if it is agreed by the property owner(s) an easement can be registered on title to allow 
access via an alternative route.  This is significant as the site topography makes constructing a 
driveway through the possible panhandle very difficult and expensive.  The steep slope may be 
impassable in areas without significant land alteration that may prove to be too expensive to 
provide. 

Another consideration is the legislative requirement that upon subdivision, there be an access to 
the ocean every 200 or 400 metres (depending on the size of the parcels created).  While there 
is access from Backhouse Road and Oles Cove Road, these are more than 600 metres apart 
(following the coast line). 

Staff discussed access with Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) staff and the 
following were the points agreed: 

1. An easement on its own would not be supported; 

2. A useable panhandle is preferred; 
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3. However a panhandle plus an easement, which is the subject of a covenant registered on 
title that clearly sets out the access arrangements, is acceptable; 

4. With respect to requiring access to the ocean, there may be an opportunity to allow for 
relief from this requirement, however further research regarding other subdivisions in the 
area is needed; 

5. Site specific conditions may lead the Approving Officer to alternative conclusions. 

Subdivision Application 

In light of the issues relating to access, the applicants applied to the MoTI to subdivide and a 
new lot layout was proposed (Attachment G).  The MoTI’s decision was to not give preliminary 
layout approval as the current subdivision designation in Bylaw 310 does not allow for the 
proposal.  MoTI staff were able to clarify a couple of issues relating to access requirements. 

Firstly, no access to the ocean is required as there is sufficient access elsewhere in the area, for 
example off Backhouse Road about 150 m to the north and a 90 m wide access at the end of 
Oles Cove Road, about 320 m to the southeast.. 

Secondly, the Approving Officer would accept the lot layout as proposed and allow for access to 
proposed Lot B to be via an easement through proposed Lot A, secured by a covenant 
registered on title.  The easement would follow the existing driveway. 

SCRD staff referred this to the local residents (properties within 100 m) for comment.  No 
comments were received by the time this report was finalized and staff will provide an update at 
the PDC. 

Amended Second Reading 

Should the need for a connection to Backhouse Road be required, then Bylaws 325.20 and 
310.137 have to be amended to prevent the amendments to be out of line with the Approving 
Officer’s requirements and the final subdivision plan.  

The simplest way to do this would be to create a new subdivision designation that has a 
minimum parcel size of 8000 sq m (about half of the current parcel area - 1.75 Ha).  This would 
allow for some flexibility in the subdivision plan and deliver parcels roughly the same size as 
proposed.  Thus there could only be two new parcels created.  

To expressly control the number of dwellings without the need for a covenant a new land use 
zone in Bylaw 310 specifically tailored to the proposal could be established.  All the same uses 
in the current RU1 zone are maintained, however the parcel area to allow for two dwellings 
would be set at 1.6 Ha.  Thus any subdivision would limit the number of dwellings to one per 
parcel.   

It would be awkward to establish specific setbacks, building height limits and floor area 
maximum within this new zone that are limited to the new dwelling.  One of the new parcels, 
which would contain the existing dwelling would not need to be constrained with the same 
limitations, the other parcel would.  Thus specific setbacks for the new house should be the 
subject of a covenant. 

Copies of the bylaws are in Attachment I. 
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Development Options 

Currently the site contains two dwellings, one being a small dwelling above the garage which is 
used as a bed and breakfast.  The applicants have stated that, should the bylaws not proceed 
they intend to change the use of the smaller dwelling so that it would no longer be a dwelling.  
This would allow them to build a full second dwelling anywhere on the parcel.   

The setbacks for Bylaw 310’s RU1 zone are 1.5 m from a side parcel line and 5 m from the front 
or rear parcel line.  Bylaw 310 also sets a 7.5 m setback from the natural boundary of the ocean 
for any building or part thereof.  Therefore a new dwelling could be located to 1.5 m for the 
parcel line next to lot 12 and 7.5 m from the ocean.   

The maximum height could be up to 11 metres. 

Terms for a Covenant 

The issues of identifying the location of a new dwelling (enhanced setbacks greater than that 
required by Bylaw 310) and imposing limitations (such as height and floor area) were raised at 
the public meetings, however there was no discussion about what the parameters could be.  
The applicant has offered to provide a covenant to move the dwelling further back from the 
ocean than the 7.5 metres required by Bylaw 310.  The tentative subdivision plan shows a 
proposed covenant area along the waterfront and the closest distance to the ocean is 13 m.  
There is no proposed setback to the north parcel line (adjacent to Lot 12). 

The applicants provided a study of the septic field capacity and it designed a septic field for a 3 
bed dwelling of 175 sq metres. 

SCRD staff met the applicants on site and the most logical location for a dwelling was 
discussed.  Given the site characteristics there is an obvious location that would make use of a 
large area of exposed rock.  The land drops slightly behind the area so it would make sense to 
build on the rock. 

Based on the above, SCRD staff provided a map showing the possible location for a 180 sq m 
building site (Attachment H).  A detailed survey would be needed to determine the precise 
location and the distances from the natural boundary of the ocean, the ocean parcel line and the 
north parcel line.  The actual location of the dwelling may be different from that shown in 
Attachment H.  This information needs to be available prior to the public hearing. 

This would form the basis for a covenant that limits the location, size and height of the dwelling 
and identify a vegetation buffer to the north parcel line.  The covenant does not need to 
determine the exact building location as it is likely that final design and detailed site investigation 
would result in changes.  Thus setting minimum distances form the ocean, and the north parcel 
lines and a maximum floor area would be sufficient.  Also, to reduce impact on the dwelling in 
Lot 12 (to the north), a height limit could also be established.  Staff suggest that 8.5 m would be 
a useful limit as this would easily allow for a single storey dwelling with the potential for a crawl 
space. 
Referral Agency Comments 
 
The application was referred to the Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure (MoTI), 
Vancouver Coastal Health Authority (VCHA) and shíshálh Nation for comments.  The VCHA 
responded with no concerns.  The Sechelt Nation responded by requesting a preliminary field 
reconnaissance (PFR).  At the time of writing this report, the MoTI had not responded to the 
referral, however their comments were provided through staff-to-staff meeting and the 
subdivision application process, noted above. 
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Interdepartmental Review 

Proposed Bylaw No. 325.20 and companion Bylaw No. 310.137 were forwarded to the 
Corporate Services Department for consideration in relation to the Regional District’s Financial 
Plan and to the Infrastructure Services Department for consideration in relation to any solid 
waste management plan.  The Corporate Services Department responded by confirming that 
the proposed rezoning for a two-lot subdivision would have little or no impact on the Regional 
District’s Financial Plan.  The Solid Waste Management Coordinator confirmed that there would 
be no impact on the SCRD’s solid waste management plan. 

CONCLUSION: 
The two additional facilitated public meetings were not able to resolve the fundamental 
objections to the proposal from some members of the neighbourhood.  The key issues for  
objecting are the impact of what is considered by objectors to be a precedent setting proposal, 
the loss of a rural character, change to the OCP that is driven by personal benefit not 
community benefit and impact on the enjoyment of a neighbouring property. 

Staff note that since the OCP was adopted and the current subdivision designations were 
established, the SCRD extended water service into the area.  The current lot is allowed two 
dwellings and these could be stratified at a later date (once both are built).  This would not allow 
for any neighbourhood input.  The proposed parcels will still be larger than any on Backhouse 
Road thus is not out of character with the area.  Site specific characteristics seem to overcome 
the technical basis for establishing the minimum parcel size designations, the key being ability 
to provide septic treatment that meets provincial requirements for both proposed lots.  There are 
a number of local residents that support the proposal. 

Issues relating to access where confirmed by the subdivision application.  The proposed access 
arrangement was referred to local property owners and their comments will be reported at the 
Planning and Development Committee. 

Bylaws 325.20 and 310.137 need to be amended to allow for alterations in the lot layout.  Staff 
consider a new subdivision designation with an average minimum parcel size of 8000 sq m 
would allow for flexibility in layout.  The zoning bylaw should be amended to expressly set out 
that only one dwelling is permitted for each new parcel.  At this time it is not possible to 
incorporate setbacks as suggested above as more detailed survey work is required.   

Thus the issue of establishing setbacks, floor area maximum and height restrictions could be 
dealt with through a covenant.  This would allow for one parcel (which contains the existing 
dwelling) to maintain the current setbacks in the RU1 zone, whole the new dwelling could have 
specific setbacks and other limitations designed to reduce impact on Lot 12 to the north. 

Staff consider that there is scope to move forward with Second Readings to amend the bylaws 
and schedule a public hearing 7:00 pm on Tuesday May 15, 2012, at Coopers Green Hall (5500 
Fishermans Road, Halfmoon Bay). 

 

____________________________  

 

David Rafael, Senior Planner 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

Brown’s application – November 12, 2011 Neighbourhood meeting 
 

Summary of concerns from August 19, 2011 meeting and SCRD staff reports 
 

An asterisk (*) indicates that the issue was raised more than once. 
 

 Precedent re: lot size* 
 Reduced privacy 
 Increased light/noise pollution, traffic 
 Increased density 
 Decreased property value 
 Environmental impact* 
 Rural character impact* 
 Contrary to Official Community Plan (OCP)* 

 
Summary of discussion from November 12 meeting 
 

 Septic viability set in 1989 for lots less than one acre, may not be a concern with 
technology in 2011. This has been addressed for this proposal 

 Precedent was set long ago (grandfathering in OCP) 
 

 Official Community Plan is under review, approximately 18 months process left. The 
old OCP is in effect until the new one is passed. OCP requires 2.5 acre minimum so a 
variance would be needed for this proposal 

 The APC has approved some (8 or 9?) rezoning requests over the years 
 Future public recreational use is a term used in and identified by the OCP for Halfmoon 

Bay area 
 OCP has some flexibility 
 OCP includes a complex variety of uses 
 OCP represents the values and wishes of the community 

 
 Density issue has been addressed through a covenant and septic requirements of only 

one house  
 Light, noise and traffic is an issue only for summer months re: more people in 

neighbourhood 
 Property values is subjective 
 Conversion from Residential B to Residential C is not seen as a big change 
 Environmental concerns not based on proposal 
 Comments in the discussion carry the same weight 
 Participants were invited from beyond the 100 meter radius required by bylaw and 

comments are not weighted by location 
 Meeting is opportunity to negotiate 
 Applicants have the option of strata conversion rather than subdivision 

 
The summary at the end of the meeting confirmed that the opposition to the proposal that was 
raised at this meeting concerned only the OCP, other issues had been addressed.   
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

Brown’s application – November 26, 2011 Neighbourhood meeting 
 
Summary of concerns from August 19, 2011 meeting and SCRD staff reports. 
 

An asterisk (*) indicates that the issue was raised more than once. 
 

 Precedent re: lot size* 
 Reduced privacy 
 Increased light/noise pollution, traffic 
 Increased density 
 Decreased property value 
 Environmental impact* 
 Rural character impact* 
 Contrary to Official Community Plan (OCP)* 

 
Summary of discussion from November 26 meeting 
 

 Precedent – only 2 more lots (1 additional lot) 
 Could be precedent for area north of HMB 
 Precedent doesn’t permit replication 
 July Board statement re precedent 

 
 In larger area , mix of property sizes 
 Small lots set up historically, larger lots related to soil stability 
 No C zoning (subdivision?) on waterfront north HMB 
 1.83 acre lot 
 Residential density (parcel size) based mainly upon soil classification linked to septic, 

water 
 In rocky areas, larger parcels 
 Is this an appropriate area for lower/higher density 

 
 Official Community Plan is under review, approximately 18 months process left. The old 

OCP is in effect until the new one is passed. OCP requires 2.5 acre minimum so a 
variance would be needed for this proposal 

 Impact on OCP, precedent for larger area 
 OCP F/E subdivision and B/C land use 
 OCP review – long term Vision for HMB 
 OCP review – rural by nature 
 OCP review – started in 2010 
 OCP in place until replaced 
 No OCP amendments for density 
 Current OCP – protects foreshore, limits density 
 Subdivision – best of community, devalues OCP 
 Only 9 OCP amendments in 20 years 
 OCP flux, it is a legal document  
 OCP provides guidelines 
 OCP minor changes in 2001 
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 In character with OCP 
 

 APC addresses concerns 
 APC has recommended 1 house per lot through a covenant 
 Rezoning – should be public interest not personal interest, not to be easy 
 Already possible to build 2 houses and strata them 
 People looking for potential subdivision 
 Desire to live full time upon retirement (neighbour) 
 No light, noise, traffic impact 

 
Discussion regarding proposed subdivision and need to connect to a road, panhandle and/or 
easement or road extension 

 Role of Ministry and Approving Officer 
 Access to new parcel from Backhouse Rd 
 Provincial legislation (re Hwys) – water front access every 200 m, 20 m wide access, may 

impact on proposed lot layout 
 Easement is not a road 
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ATTACHMENT C 
 
November 11 2011 

 

To Betty Baxter 

Facilitator 

Dear Ms. Baxter, 

re: the OCP/Bylaw Amendment 325.20/310.137 

Our property is remainder 'A' Plan 10783, 5418 Backhouse Rd. and borders the Brown's 
property on the northeast side. Please be advised that we have no objections to the 
proposed sub-division variance of the Brown's property at 5322 Backhouse Rd. 

Since we are unable to attend the meeting on Nov 12, 2011, we are sending you this letter 
in lieu of. 

Yours truly, Richard 
McGowan 

Andrea-Lee Smith 

 

 

November 10, 2011 

This is to provide comments about the proposed subdivision by the Browns. 

For reference, I am a neighbour owner of 5347 Backhouse Road. 

We understand that the Browns propose to subdivide their lot into two single home 
lots and that some neighbours oppose this approach. 

We appreciate that neighbours would be concerned about the addition of a new 
house near their residence and objections over this change are to be appreciated. 
The point we find interesting however is that the ability to build the second home 
already exists. Therefore the application is simply about an imaginary line on the 
earth and a legal document that has nothing to do with the simple issue of building 
a home on the existing property. 

Due to the foregoing, we would strongly suggest that consideration be given to 
authorizing the subdivision with limitations on construction consistent with current 
bylaw requirements. The result of this would be nothing different from what is 
currently permitted except for increased tax revenue which must be good for 
everyone involved. 

We trust this is suitable however if there is anything that results in questions or 
concerns please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 

Cheers 

Rob Simpson 

Per Glotman Simpson Consulting Engineers 

Rob Simpson MBA, P.Eng 
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SCRD:   
November 28, 2011 
To : David Rafael 
Re:  Brown Subdivision Proposal, Backhouse Rd. 
 
 
I have owned 5404 Backhouse Road for 41 years.  During that time my husband Fraser, our two 
daughters and many of our friends spent most of our holidays and weekends here and at 5406 
Backhouse Rd which our family also owns.  Fraser and I built our retirement home here (5404 
Backhouse Rd.) in 1993.  My daughter Lauren (5406 Backhouse Rd,) and her two sons have 
been residents on the Sunshine Coast since 1994. 
 
During all these years the OCP has been upheld.  The only Backhouse Rd. subdivision activity 
has been within the legal guidelines of the OCP.  The proposal put forward by the Brown family 
is contrary to the OCP and the zoning bylaws, and is completely illegal.   
 
Much weight has been placed on the Advisory Planning Committee “approval” of this 
subdivision.  I would question the guidelines followed by this committee when they chose to 
ignore the OCP and zoning bylaws. What are the guidelines? At no time should “popularity” or 
financial need be part of a decision to approve a subdivision.  At the November 26 mediated 
information meeting there was expression put forth that community work done by the applicant 
was a reason to relax the OCP and zoning bylaws and therefore  approve this application.  I 
would hope that this would not be a reason to approve what would be an illegal subdivision. 
 
With repeated reference to the small lots on Backhouse Rd. and that the applicant should 
therefore be able to create a smaller lot with a new zoning:  the small lots were created long ago 
and the history of why has been long forgotten.  I do know that when we purchased the lot there 
was no water, no power, no lot access and no perc test. 
 
I am firmly in opposition to this proposed subdivision.  It would be precedent setting for the 
entire Halfmoon Bay area.  I strongly agree that the RURAL BY NATURE mandate of the OCP 
is the reason why I live here.  
 
 
 
Grace Taylor 
5404 Backhouse Rd. 
Halfmoon Bay, B.C. 
V0N1Y2 
 
Phone:  604 885 8292 
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ATTACHMENT D 

INFORMATION HEARING 
Ron and Lynne Brown Subdivision Application 

OCP/Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20/310.137 

Held at Coopers Green, Halfmoon Bay, August 19, 2011 

Present:   

Ron Brown, Mike Carson, Lynne Brown, Gregory Gebka, Eleanor Lenz, George Lenz, Grace 
Taylor, Lauren Taylor, Barb Hately, Darren Patrick, Carole Pool,  Scott Rowland , Rick 
McGowan, Pat Fockler, Louise Fockler, Sylvia Fockler, Sandra Hughes , Peter Bogardus, Lynne 
Bogardus, Joan Harvey, Dale Harvey , Lori Pickering 

Notes prepared by Lori Pickering 

Proceedings commenced at 7:05 p.m. 
GREGORY GEBKA:  Introduction, why we are here:   proposal to subdivide the lot, Ron will 
provide details.  Purpose of tonight’s meeting is to share information and to provide some 
dialogue between those who may be affected by the application and the applicant.   Opportunity 
to provide information, have some discussion, perhaps resolve some concerns.   There will be 
other opportunities for more input including public hearing.  Greg Gebka represents staff, 
answer any technical questions, will be taking notes.  Staff will prepare a report which will be 
taken to the SCRD planning and development committee, which meets monthly (except for 
August, back in September).  Report will be available for planning in September, one week 
ahead of the meeting.  Will email copy of report, which will provide a summary of tonight’s 
discussion and give Board information.   Board has given initial reading (which allows process to 
continue. ) Board will decide whether to give further process by going to second reading, which 
will involve a public hearing (this is an information meeting). 

RON BROWN:   Thank you, everybody, for coming.   Name tags are for reporter’s purposes to 
assist recording of notes, a requirement of SCRD.   

Impetus for subdivision, 4.3 acres of land.  Residential B designation requires that minimum lot 
size is 2.5 acres.  Lynne and I would like to subdivide.   Cannot divide 4.3 to get equal halves.  
Will sell 2.5 acre waterfront lot,  we will retain balance, 1.8 acres.  Application fee is $2,900 
nonrefundable. Need to prove septic, if you can’t prove septic no sense proceeding.  Started 
working on septic 1.5 years ago, interrupted by his illness.   Septic has been certified enough 
septic area on the land.  Proviso is that depending on size of the structure that gets built 
currently the limitation is for a 3-bedroom house.  No conditions around the width, height or 
location, just 3 bedrooms.  Went ahead with application process when had septic approval.  
Then went to area planning committee (Eleanor is on committee) a group of citizens 
representing the concerns of people in Halfmoon Bay, is that right, Eleanor? 

ELEANOR LENZ:  SCRD sends out applications and advisory planning commission meets and 
they walk on the property and take all different things into consideration and make a 
recommendation.  Don’t have any authority to do any other thing than make recommendation.   

RON BROWN:  In July committee met on Brown property,  showed them exactly what wanted to 
do and then met here at Coopers.  Eleanor suggested at that meeting – discussion around 
restriction – normally this size property can have two houses - would be happy to put covenant 
on property to only put one house on subdivided lot, never be able for second home to be built 
on that property 
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Motion from area planning committee was that covenant run with the land, consider size and 
scale of residence that would appear on new lot.    Septic requirements will only allow 3-
bedroom house, could put height restriction on convent. 

Went to SCRD planning committee.  Ron met with them at their regular meeting.  They referred 
the two by-laws for first reading by SCRD Board.  Board passed it and now we are at this 
meeting. 

Sechelt Band is required to come walk property to see if there are any archeological artifacts.   
That will likely happen next week. 

APC has said they have no issues.  Part of staff report that goes to the Board is the official 
community plan policies (current).  HB Community Plan is currently under review.   

ELEANOR LENZ: It’s a two-year process. 

GREGORY GEBKA:  In process of developing community vision; draft has been prepared.  Was 
provided for display and dialogue at the recent country fair.  There are a number of sub-groups.  
An advisory group was struck last fall, late fall, and that advisory group meets on a regular basis 
to look at various parts of the plan, looking at themes – social, economic, environment and ??  
From there the community plan will be drafted, there will be a public process.  Will take two 
years, could take longer.    

RON BROWN:  Will walk you through the section, highlighted in yellow.  Designation as it now 
sits: 

Availability of appropriate land – anticipated population growth over next 10-15 years.  OCP was 
passed 1990, 21 years ago.  Intent was to protect land in sufficient quantities to come to 
anticipated population growth, to provide residential densities, servicing restraints (which 
included septic and water, at that time).   Now there is municipal water right to the lot lines. 

To provide variety of parcel sizes; densities appropriate to level of service that can be provided, 
speaking to water and septic.  To minimize conflicts with resource activities; to encourage 
subdivision layout taking advantage of scenic views (see OCP policies) still in effect today. 

Redesignation from residential B to residential C, C is 5000 minimum  lot size.   Brown lot is 
7500 square meters, right between B and C designation.   

(Hands out drawings of proposed subdivision) 

Drawing has been done by registered land surveyor with exception of septic covenants because 
they have to be adjusted.   Consulting engineer has drawn them but surveyor is in Vancouver.    

New proposal, lot 12 is the lot that belongs to Focklers.  Immediately adjacent to the proposed 
A, is 2.5 acre lot that has many sides because it needs to jog to pick up the septic dirt that they 
were able to find.  2.5 is required residential B size. 

Second lot proposed B is 1.83 acres, Brown house, guest house/garage is on.  Proposal is that 
proposed lot A would be subdivided off and sold.  There is proposed covenant at water to 
protect sight lines for neighbours and Browns, 90 feet wide at water, substantially larger up 
above.  Driveway will be shared.  Ministry of Transportation will have to approve that.  There is 
already a parcel on Ole’s Cove Road with a shared driveway. 

Happy to answer your questions, hear your concerns. 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  Wants to present ideas from letter she has submitted, sent to Lynne and 
Ron, sent by email to Greg Gebka, and copies to Gary Nohr and Elise Rudland.  Concerns are:   
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Family most directly affected by new lot adjacent to southern boundary of their family property in 
lot 12.   Strong preference that subdivision not proceed with or without covenants and that 
requested changes in zoning bylaws not be approved: 

1.  Location of building site would change privacy and change character… would detract 
from rural seclusion of their property, is in direct view of their house.  Could be increased 
noise, major reduction in privacy for deck and cabin, and beach areas with the influx of 
more people using this area; 

2. Would require removal of trees and natural habitat for birds; 
3. Potential increase in night-time lighting; 
4. Value of zoning bylaws; long-term protection of quality of life.  Limiting density is wise; 

protect rural character of community 
5. Would set precedent which threaten future character and integrity of entire community 

and devalue the rationale for having bylaws.  We realize OCP is a number of years old 
but we need to be cognizant of changes in water but there are also septic issues. 

6. Consequences on lots north of HB are designated as residential C or smaller.    

RON BROWN:   Are you not – no room for conversation?  You will not be happy? 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  No, nothing could make me happy. 

RON BROWN:  No properties north of HB designation residential C?  What about Backhouse 
Road? 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  That area was developed or divided before a land freeze was put on. 

RON BROWN: There are no septic issues on the proposed sub-divided land. 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  Worried about septic – worried about environment in long term. 

RON BROWN:  SCRD has rigorous rules and would make sure capacity on land even though 
more sophisticated system may be installed.   It does meet requirements. 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  Issue is this really the direction we want to take for Coast, higher and 
higher density?  Do we want to recreate something closer to town? 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  I also want to add in regard to Backhouse Road lots being smaller; Fockler 
originally bought lots because it was wooded.  Another house would affect wildlife population.  
We don’t want comparisons to Backhouse Road. 

RON BROWN:  The only places not occupied in winter are your place and Bells – and 
Parminter?  Is it your view nothing we could do would persuade you that you could work with it? 

PAT FOCKLER:  I don’t understand a 3-bedroom house – could be 1000 square feet or 3000 
square feet. 

GREGORY GEBKA:   Number of bedrooms is an indicator of how much wastewater is 
produced. 

PAT FOCKLER: Could be meaningless as to how big house will be. 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  It also has to be addressed that you have your separate rental 
accommodation on the existing property so it’s almost as if you have two dwellings there 
already.  That has a full kitchen. 

RON BROWN: What is the issue?  The property allows for two buildings. 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  But the density is just going up, up, up. 
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RON BROWN:  We do have a guest house situated above our garage.  It is legal, has all septic 
and  other requirements.  Currently they are considered to be the two dwellings but if we put a 
heated corridor between the garage and house it becomes one house and we could build a 
second house anywhere on the property.   Your concern is density, right? 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  Yes, and I don’t think things should just be able to be rezoned. 

CAROL POOLE: One of the problems is the precedent it will set.  The property next to her could 
become 8 lots.  The whole density issue is a real problem. 

RON BROWN:  The SCRD deals with those one at a time, each decision would be made based 
on the merit of the application. 

CAROL POOLE:  The property  between you and me you were concerned about. 

RON BROWN:  That lot is 45 feet wide. 

CAROL POOLE:  What is SCRD criteria for allowing you to do this and no one else?  

GREGORY GEBKA:  Every application is considered on its own merits.  Every application is 
slightly different.  Precedent is a subjective thing, tough for me as staff to answer.  Precedent is 
something that has an impact on future decisions.  Will this impact the Board in its future 
decisions?  That is their decision.  Not all applications for rezoning are supported, depending on 
what the Board feels are the priorities.  They do look at the land use issues. 

CAROL POOLE:  What about environmental?   More density the more problems you can have 
with the environment – eagles, bobcats, where are they going?   

GREGORY GEBKA:  In many cases some of these applications are postponed depending on 
the status of a part community plan review.   This has happened in Roberts Creek. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  Given the zoning that is in place, 4.3 acres is quite a bit short of 5.  The lots 
in our area are smaller than that.  So, how was that ever considered to be a subdivision? 

GREGORY GEBKA:  I don't know.  Some people here might know when that was subdivided. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  Because it’s so short of property why would they even consider it? 

GREGORY GEBKA:  My guess is that the subdivision plan was registered before the 
community plan was adopted. 

GRACE TAYLOR:   Bylaws say you can subdivide a 5 acre lot if you have septic approval, but 
this lot is 4.3 acres, so why was it considered for subdivision?   It would not be assessed as a 
possible subdivision. 

GREGORY GEBKA:  The current designation is 1 hectare, so the current parcel size is 1.76.   

GRACE TAYLOR:  So, it’s really short. 

GREGORY GEBKA:  But it meets, on its own it meets the designation, the requirement, as 
proposed.  Minimum lot size is one hectare (2.5 acres), so what we have here is a lot that is 
1.75 hectares.  So, at the time that it was subdivided it does meet the designation requirement 
today.  It meets the requirement, the minimum lot size of 1.75. 

RON BROWN:  Eleanor, can you explain why – there were no issues at first.  

ELEANOR LENZ:  Septic and house size were the issues at planning meeting. 

RON BROWN:  The process was to sort out septic first. Next step is to go to area planning 
committee, after you have made application for subdivision.  At area planning commission there 
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were no issues except for one house only.  So, your concern is you don’t think it should happen 
because there is not enough land? 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  And also you have already got two existing residences. 

RON BROWN:  And they meet all the requirements. 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  Then the density you are proposing to create will be higher once you 
subdivide. 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  Are we allowed to have bed and breakfasts without it being zoned 
commercial? 

RON BROWN:  Yes. 

LAUREN TAYLOR:  Yes, it’s okay.    

DARREN PATRICK:  Why are you doing this?  Monetary gain only. 

RON BROWN:  If we can’t do this we won’t be in a position to stay.  I have had difficult times.  If 
we aren’t able to do this then we can’t stay.  

DARREN PATRICK:  So, you are asking the OCP to be adjusted so you can stay. 

RON BROWN:  I am asking them to approve a somewhat smaller lot.  Yes, the answer is, that is 
what I am asking for. 

DARREN PATRICK:  The biggest fear is the change in density.  We don’t want the coast to 
change density but there are certain areas that can have higher density, other areas, but OCP 
says density should remain lower.  I don’t know if your reason is valid. 

RON BROWN:  We’ve got great neighbours, we are very appreciative. 

LAUREN TAYLOR:  Read Jamie’s (son) letter.  Concerned about wildlife, precedent,  not 
supportive.  I am upset, I cannot support this. 

RON BROWN:  Is there anything I can do? 

LAUREN TAYLOR:  Live within your means. 

The value to us is the natural environment and the density zoning of this area.  I hope your 
value is economic.   

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  Our personal needs are temporary.  We have a long-term responsibility to 
look out for the next generations after us.   I came here first in 1973 and it’s changed.  We don’t 
want to be like the development just north of Sechelt.  We don’t have control over it once this 
precedent is set. 

RON BROWN: That’s what the SCRD is there for, the planning committee and the Board, 
resulting in meetings like this. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  The planning committee is not an elected body. 

GREGORY GEBKA:  It is. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  That Eleanor is on, it’s people in the community giving their judgment.  The 
SCRD doesn’t put a lot of weight on it.  I think they should put a lot of weight on a meeting like 
this.  As for a covenant, there is a development down in Gibsons where they are going to lift the 
covenant.    So, a covenant is not in stone. 

RON BROWN:  I’m not a lawyer.  It was Eleanor that raised the issue of a run-with-the-land 
covenant, which satisfied her. 
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ELEANOR LENZ:  I had some concerns and I did bring them forward at the APC meeting and 
Greg has that letter.  He also did speak with me about things and said that the SCRD does look 
at every case individually and if this did go through then it wouldn’t necessarily mean that other 
places would then be approved if this one was.  But I’m not directly affected.   The covenant 
was our selfish way of being protected.   Greg said the lawyers would look at that and see how 
iron-clad it was.  I don’t like all of this at all but it doesn’t – it might protect me but I’m not the 
only one affected.  Pat, Louise and Sylvia are much more affected.  The covenant would not 
protect me if the new owner decides to  put house on upper part. 

MIKE CARSON:  Clarify that covenant is for only one house on property? 

RON BROWN:  Yes. 

DARREN PATRICK:  The possible precedent is that the people that buy lot could subdivide. 

RON BROWN:  They could not find septic. 

DARREN PATRICK:  That is the theoretical process and concern, it looks like it’s been planned 
in that fashion. 

RON BROWN: The only reason it’s drawn like that is to accommodate septic. 

BARB HATELY:   Septic treatment plants are getting cheaper all the time. 

RON BROWN:  But subdivision can only be approved if traditional septic is possible. 

ELEANOR LENZ:  On the back half, if this person, on upper part of new property, if could divide 
with that covenant, would covenant apply to the entire property in perpetuity or will that change 
if it is subdivided?   

RON BROWN: Pass out snapshot of lot sizes in area; all are substantially smaller than 
proposed subdivision.  Property south has been subdivided into three. 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  Some of those lots are too small but it was decided at the 1990 ACP.   
Would it be appropriate to have this applications postponed at least until we have an approved 
community plan?  Otherwise it is a bit too convenient to slip it through before we have had a 
proper review. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  I recommend Focklers hire a lawyer. 

PAT FOCKLER:   My question re three-bedroom  house has not been answered. 

RON BROWN:  If I put a covenant on size of the house would that make you happy? 

SCOTT ROWLAND:  A three- bedroom house means number of people in house. 

ELEANOR LENZ:  Greg, do you have any information that would tell us what size of home can 
be built on 2.7 acre lot? 

GREGORY GEBKA:  Only lot coverage, 15 percent of the lot can be covered by buildings and 
structures.  Then there is the setbacks, 1.5 metres of the side of a lot line, 2 meters at the rear, 
and 5 at the front.  That restricts the dwelling size in some way.  Waterfront setback of 7.5 
metres from natural boundary, buildings and portions thereof.    

CAROL POOLE:  Does that include deck size? 

GREGORY GEBKA:  Yes, that is included.  The other thing is maximums building height, 11 
metre, around 45 feet. 

LOUISE FOCKLER:  So, there could be a three-story house built there? 
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GREGORY GEBKA:  There could be. That is the zoning bylaw that – Ron is suggesting is there 
some appetite to restrict it further, more than zoning? 

DARREN PATRICK:  Size of septic system that does factor into the allowable square footage of 
the house. 

RON BROWN:  The waste water – 

DARREN PATRICK:  The new wastewater regulations factor in to the square footage of the 
house, number of kitchens, it’s a range of things not just a 3 bedroom house.  So the size of 
field that has been provided for might give some clarity on what might happen, a gallons per day 
usage.  That would help in addressing the size of building. 

RON BROWN:  I have offered to do  some changes to the covenant, do people have an 
appetite for that? 

GREGORY GEBKA:   There is opportunity for restricting the dwelling size.  The APC originally 
suggested ways of limiting the size of the potential dwelling, not only the number  but the size.  
Is there some willingness to – 

Lauren:  Who is building this house, the new owners? 

RON BROWN:  The new owners.  Can that be done? 

MIKE CARSON:  Yes, you can limit it to whatever, that will run with the land.  As far as setting a 
precedent, when you look at some of the houses on Backhouse, the existing lot sizes are 
already a precedent. 

DARREN PATRICK:  What we don’t want is to split that up and now have four houses. 

BARB HATELY:  What is the bylaw amendment, regarding setbacks?   I was told -- 

RON BROWN:  The by law is to amend the zoning from B to C to reduce lot size. 

BARB HATELY:  So, you are not asking to change -- 

MIKE CARSON:  From F to E. 

RON BROWN:  Any other questions, concerns, comments? 

LOUISE FOCKLER:   I am completely opposed to this land being subdivided.  I am not 
accepting that it’s getting subdivided.   

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  I have photographs that shows the space between the two homes and ask 
whether anybody would like to see a home built between there?   

RON BROWN:   (Distributes satellite photo of area)   We are not living in a dense situation.   

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  That’s exactly why we like it. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  I guess I go back to when we did get the water and any property that was 
five acres that could be subdivided legally under the zoning paid for that water.  Like, we’re all 
paying on our taxes the one-third that we had to pay to bring in the water from Secret Cove 
down the road.   I believe Barb had to pay double.  We had to pay a third of the cost of bringing 
the water in and we pay it on our taxes. 

RON BROWN:  I paid up front. 

GRACE TAYLOR:  Did you pay for two lots? 

RON BROWN:  I will pay or the new owner will pay. 

MIKE CARSON:  There is a latecomer charge that would be paid. 
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GRACE TAYLOR: And your assessment isn’t assessed as sub dividable. 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  We’ve all enjoyed being neighbours.  Let’s keep it the way it is.   

SCOTT ROWLAND:  Prior to you subdividing your lot is roughly 4.3 acres?  How much larger is 
that than your neighbours? 

RON BROWN:  On the Backhouse Road side, yes.  Each of the neighboring properties is 
substantially smaller than one hectare. 

BARB HATELY:  Mine is just under five. 

RICK MCGOWAN:  4.3 

RON BROWN:  Along the water the largest is ours. 

SCOTT ROWLAND: After you subdivide the proposed lot B is still larger than the existing lots 
on Backhouse Road. 

LYNNE BOGARDUS:  I have been chair of the APC in the past.  I do not live in your area.  I was 
on the APC when the adjacent lot was subdivided into 3.  One of the issues the APC looked at 
then was that most of the properties in the area were smaller and therefore we felt that was an 
appropriate subdivision.  We were faced where we live with a major development of 170 lots 
behind us, with the developer wishing to put sewage into the bay.  That's what piqued my 
interest in becoming active in the community and in the planning area.  We revised the liquid 
waste management plan so there can be no more outfalls into Halfmoon Bay and we were 
comfortable with the developer developing 1 acre properties. Ours is one acre, and we feel that 
is very rural.  

I know I can’t persuade you to feel differently but it appears from looking at the diagram here 
that most of you who are here today do live on properties much smaller than would be the 
subdivided property in question.   We don’t wish that development to go in behind our house but 
the area has changed a great deal over time, it’s going to continue to change, and it’s kind of 
looking at the whole community in making some of these decisions. 

BARB HATELY:  Lynne, when you were on the planning commission did you walk the property 
that was subdivided?  That was a crime that was allowed to go through.   

DARREN PATRICK:  That gets us back to the density issue.  Bit by bit none of these things 
might be drastic but they are continually eroding what was once a beautiful place.    I am a 
builder and I make my living from this but there has to be a sensible assessment of how we go 
about it all the time.   The community should agree.   From our personal point of view -- 

SYLVIA FOCKLER:  We need to consider what places density is appropriate and what places 
need to be protected.  I would like to suggest for anybody who is doing planning that we make 
the waterfront lots in this area have a special zoning that is far less dense than any other part of 
the community.  Only for future lots. 

RON BROWN:  Thank you all for attending tonight.  The decision to meet tonight on a sunny 
Friday was because Greg Gebka is going on holidays.    The notes of the meeting will be sent to 
Greg Gebka. 

--- Concluded at 8:40 p.m. 
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ATTACHMENT E 
 

Summary of Comments Received at  
September 15 Planning & Development Committee  

Name Comments Oppose/Support? 

Keith 
Anderson Browns are excellent neighbours and involved citizens. Support 

David 
Brown 
(unrelated 
to 
applicant) Regard the other residents as friends. Support 

Mike 
Carson 

Further subdivision will help offset the installation of Mercer Rd. 
waterline.   Support 

Graham & 
Sandra 
Hughes 

Proposed lot will only allow one new house and proposed covenant 
will further restrict.  Brown has been willing to make concessions 
and take input from neighbours.  Browns are contributing members 
of the community. Support 

Lori S. 
Pickering No objections Support 

Linda Knox No objections Support 

Mary 
Blockberger 

Possible positive impact on local economy.  Benefit of  slightly 
increased density. Support 

Daphne 
Grace Hall No objections Support 

Rosalie & 
Raymond 
Potter No objections Support 

Barbara 
Bolding No objections Support 

Rob 
Simpson 

Applicant has offered limitations on building, tax benefit to creating 
additional parcel, zoning already allows two houses Support 

K & P Van 
Weelden 

no objection, lot can have two houses, other lots in area are 
smaller, covenant offered to restrict to one house Support 

Scott 
Rowland 

service (water) improved to area, another house would not strain 
the system, covenat to restrict to one dwelling, parcels would still 
be larger than others in area Support 

R J 
McGregor 

Larger property lends itself to subdivison, covenant to restrict to 
one dwelling Support 

S J 
Blockberger 

new lots larger than othersin area, minor additoin of traffic would 
not be noticed, covenant to limit to one house, in keeping with the 
area, little effect on neighbours Support 
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Peter Bell 
new lots substantiall y larger than others in area, covenant t limit to 
one dwelling, septic paln approved and water is supplied Support 

Colin 
Brown 

lots would be larger than others and will not alter the area's 
character, traffic wil not rise drastically with one new lot, OCP 
objectives relating to servicing and availability of land to 
accommodate anticipated population growth Support 

A Hughes 
water provided, covenant to limit to one house, OCP objective of 
prosiion for growth, propsal reflects constraints Support  

P Martin OCP density and servicing met, lots will be  larger than others Support 

P & L 
Bogardus 

lots would be larger than others, location of neighboouris dwelling 
should not limit subdivision,their views may be enhanced by tree 
removal, would not alter the area's charachter Support 

Carey 
Brown 

covenant limit to one dwelling would protect natuarl beauty at cost 
of reducing porpoerty value of thenew lots, lots larger than others Support 

G Politeski no objections Support 

M Nyhuis lots larger than others, no alteration to area's character Support 

D & D 
Brynalson 

lots larger than others, covenant to limit to one dwelling, OCP 
objective of provision for growth, propsal reflects constraints Support  

J Fairley 
lots larger than others, covenant to limit to one dwelling, OCP 
objective of provision for growth, propsal reflects constraints Support  

A & W 
Horst variaety of lot sizes in area and these foit that range Support 

N 
Hagedorn 

lots larger than others, covenant to limit to one dwelling, OCP 
objective of provision for growth, propsal reflects constraints, water 
provided, one additional lot will not  impact services Support 

Eleanor & 
George 
Lenz 

Concerns: precedent of support for lot size reduction on future 
subdivision applications.  Suggest a covenant restricting lot to one 
dwelling only. 

Conditional 
Support 

Richard 
McGowan; 
Andrea-Lee 
Smith 

Support based on fact that one habitable dwelling will be 
covenanted and that no additional driveways are proposed. 

Conditional 
Support 

Sylvia & 
Edwin 
Fockler 

Concerns: Reduced privacy;  increased noise and light pollution;  
increased traffic; precedent of reduced lot sizes on rural character 
of HMB. Oppose 

Patience 
Fockler 

Concerns: Reduced privacy;  increased noise;  removal of trees; 
implications for density of entire area. Oppose 

Louise 
Bradford 

Concerns: Reduced privacy and subsequent reduction in property 
value; precedent of reduced lot sizes on rural character of HMB. Oppose 
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Kyle 
Armstrong 

Concerns: Environmental concerns of increased development; noise 
pollution; increased traffic; precedent of reduced lot sizes on 
environmental integrity and healthy social structure of community; 
threats to ecotourism (diving, kayaking, bird watching, nature 
viewing) and hospitality establishements; reduced opportunity for 
nature experiences of youth. Oppose 

Son of Pat 
Fockler 

Concerns: Family purchased their property because of rural 
character which will be reduced by subdivision. There is no plausible 
reason why subdivision zone should be reduced.  Proposed 
covenant locates the residence near existing neighbours (Fockler) 
cabin, and away from Brown's residence. Oppose 

Lauren 
Taylor 

Concerns: Fockler's property may have reduced economic value 
while Brown will have economic gains.  Economic gain cannot be 
considered a merit for bylaw ammendment.  Concern over impacts 
to environment and increased density. Oppose 

Louise and 
Mike 
Bradford; 
Sylvia and 
Ed Fockler; 
Trish Beaty; 
Pat Fockler 

Concerns: Proposal is contrarty to OCP vision statement for HMB: 
environmental impacts; loss of privacy and rural character.  Large 
lot zoning is for rural character, not because of wastewater 
restraints. Concern that undeveloped portion of lots could undergo 
future subdivision. Oppose 

Grace 
Taylor 

Concerns: Precedent of higher density opening up further 
subdivision in area; loss of rural character; negative impacts on 
Fockler family lot.  Neither financial need or poor health are 
adequate reasons for subdivision approval. Oppose 

Anna 
Bradford 

Concerns: Impacts on environment; impacts of increased density on 
rural character; impacts of noise. Oppose 

Sylvia 
Fockler 

Concerns: Density in area; increased traffic.  Concern over whether 
additional housing development would be permitted on the 
property as is without any further subdivision. Oppose 

Barbara 
Hately 

Increased density is more appropriate for centres of service and 
infrastructure, therefore rural integrity of area and inherent 
community values should be maintained.  Economic gain is not 
relevant to subdivision approval. Oppose 

James 
Taylor 
Armstrong 

Concerns: Impacts on environment; precedent of reduced lot size 
for future development; impacts on rural character.  Individual 
economic interest is not grounds for subdivision. Oppose 

Carole 
Poole 

not the area for increased density, does not want this to be 
precedent fro other subdivisions in the Wood Bay, Mercer and 
Secret Cove North areas Oppose 
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ATTACHMENT F 
Possible Access 
(To be confirmed by Approving Officer) 
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ATTACHMENT G 
Subdivision Application – Lot Layout 
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ATTACHMENT H 

 
Possible Location for Building Site 
(To be confirmed by survey) 
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ATTACHMENT I 

DRAFT 
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 325.20, 2011 
 
A  bylaw to amend the "Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 325, 1989". 
 
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, 
enacts as follows: 
 

PART A - CITATION 
 

1. This bylaw may be cited as the "Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan Amendment 
Bylaw No. 325.20, 2011". 

 
PART B - AMENDMENT 
 
2. Add the following to Policy 7.8 in the appropriate location:  

 
 “RESIDENTIAL C1 

A minimum parcel size of 8,000 square meters due either to shallow soil types and 
terrain characteristics for on-site sewage disposal; 
 
One single family dwelling is allowed per 8000 square metres of parcel.  Provision 
for a second single family dwelling requires a minimum parcel area of 1.6 hectares 
 
Implementation: Maintain existing zoning.” 

 
 

3. Schedule ‘A3’ of Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 325, 1989 is 
amended by re-designating a portion of District Lot 15, Block A, District Lot 4537, Plan 
LMP794, PID 017-402-204 from ‘Residential B’ to ‘Residential C1’, as denoted on 
Appendix ‘A’ to this bylaw. 
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PART C - ADOPTION 
 
READ A FIRST TIME this       28th  DAY OF  JULY   2011 
 
READ A SECOND TIME this    DAY OF  
 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 882 OF THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, CONSIDERED IN  
CONJUNCTION WITH FINANCIAL PLAN AND  
APPLICABLE WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
this  DAY OF  
 
PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO  
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this   DAY OF    
 
READ A THIRD TIME this     DAY OF     
 
ADOPTED this       DAY OF     
 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
       Corporate Officer 
 
 
 
        __________________________ 
       Chair 
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DRAFT 
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

 ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 310.137, 2011 
 
A bylaw to amend the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987". 
 
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, 
enacts as follows: 
 

PART A - CITATION 
 

1. This bylaw may be cited as the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw No. 310.137, 2011". 

 
PART B – AMENDMENT 
 
2. Amend section 301 (1) by adding the following in the appropriate location: 
 

“RU1D Rural One D” 
 
3. Amend section 405 (2) (c) as follows 

 
“the subject property is within the C, D, E, E1, F, G, or I subdivision district; and” 
 

4. Add the following text to section 406: 
 
“(10 A) The minimum size of a parcel created within the E1 subdivision district shall 

be 8000 square metres.” 
 

5. Amend section 502 (11) to add the following in the appropriate location: 
 
“RU1D” 
 

6. Insert the following in the appropriate location 
 
“1001D RU1D Zone (Rural One D) 

 
1001D On a parcel in an RU1 Zone, 
 
Permitted Uses 
 
1001D.1 except as otherwise permitted in Part V of this bylaw the following and no 

other uses are permitted: 
 

(1) agriculture; 
(2) garden nursery; 
(3) keeping of poultry or rabbits subject to Part 502 (2) and (3) of this 

bylaw; 
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(4) home occupation subject to Part 502 (10) of this bylaw; 
(5) bed and breakfast subject to Part 502 (11) of this bylaw; 
(6) the maximum permitted number and type of dwelling unit as 

calculated according to Table III in which Column I lists the parcel 
size and Column II lists the maximum permitted number and type 
of dwelling unit: 

  
TABLE III 

 
 

COLUMN I  COLUMN II 
   
Where parcel size is:  The maximum permitted number 

and type of dwelling unit is: 
  

(a)  less than 1.6 hectares  one single family dwelling 
(b)  1.6 hectares or greater  two single family dwellings or one 

duplex or one single family dwelling and 
one transition house  

    
 

1001D.2 with a parcel size exceeding 3500 square meters the additional permitted 
uses are: 

 
(1) the keeping of livestock; 
(2) vehicle repair and maintenance provided that: 

(a) there is no storage outside of an enclosed building; 
(b) no such building shall exceed 4.5 meters in height; 
(c) the required setback from all parcel lines is 7.5 meters; 
(d) the floor area of such a building shall not exceed 75 square 

meters; 
(e) with the exception of Electoral Area E, where the parcel size 

must be 8000 square metres to qualify for the use described 
in Section 1001.2 (2) (a-d); 

(3) the raising of fish for domestic consumption; 
(4) wild bird rehabilitation as an auxiliary use to residential where the 

rehabilitation use operates under a valid permit from the 
appropriate authority; 

 
1001D.3 with a parcel size exceeding 1.75 hectares the additional permitted uses are: 

 
(1) kennels only in Electoral Areas E and F 
(2) riding stable and academy; 
(3) a single fully enclosed building to house manufacturing or storage 

provided that: 
(a) there is no storage outside of an enclosed building; 
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(b) no such building shall exceed 4.5 meters in height; 
(c) the required setback from all parcel lines is 7.5 meters; 
(d) the floor area of such a building shall not exceed 75 square 

meters; 
 
Floor Area 

 
1001D.4 The total floor area of a transition house shall not exceed 300 square metres. 

 
Setback 

 
1001D.5 no use permitted under section 1001.2(4), 1001.3(1) or 1001.3(2) shall be 

located within 15 metres of a parcel line; 
 

Siting of Structures 
 

1001D.6 no structures shall be located within: 
  

(1) 5 meters of the front or rear parcel line; 
(2) 1.5 meters of the side parcel line; and 
(3) 4.5 meters of the side parcel line where the parcel line is contiguous 

to a highway; 
 
Parcel Coverage 

 
1001D.7 the maximum parcel coverage of all buildings and structures shall not 

exceed 15% of the parcel size except when the parcel is equal to or less than 
2000 square meters in area in which case the maximum parcel coverage 
shall not exceed 35%; and 

 
Buildings Per Parcel 

 
1001D.8 subject to compliance with all other provisions of this bylaw more than one 

principal building may be permitted. 
 

 
7. Schedule A of Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 is hereby 

amended rezoning Lot 15, Block A, District Lot 4537, Plan LMP794 from the ‘RU1’ 
zone to the ‘RU1D’ zone, as denoted on Appendix ‘A’ to this Bylaw. 
 

8. Schedule B of Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 is hereby 
amended rezoning Lot 15, Block A, District Lot 4537, Plan LMP794 from the ‘F’ 
subdivision district to the ‘E1’ subdivision district, as denoted on Appendix ‘B’ to this 
Bylaw. 
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PART C - ADOPTION 
 
READ A FIRST TIME this 28th    DAY OF  JULY 2011 
 
READ A SECOND TIME this  DAY OF  
 
PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO  
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this  DAY OF    
 
READ A THIRD TIME this    DAY OF    
 
APPROVED PURSUANT TO Section 52 of 
THE TRANSPORTATION ACT this   DAY OF     
 
ADOPTED this  DAY OF   
   
 
 
 

 __________________________ 
        Corporate Officer 
 
 
 
 
         __________________________ 
         Chair 
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE:  April 4, 1012 

TO:  Planning and Development Committee – April 19, 2012 

FROM:  Lesley-Ann Staats – Planning Technician, Planning & Development Division 

RE:  Crown Application 2410710 for a private moorage in Wood Bay, Halfmoon Bay 

 

RECOMMENDATION(S): 
 

1. THAT the report titled, “Crown Application 2410710 for a private moorage in Wood Bay, 
Halfmoon Bay” be received; 
 

2. AND THAT staff send a letter to the Ministry noting the following concerns: 
a. The size of the dock must be amended to meet the 65 m² Zoning Bylaw requirement; 
b. There is an eelgrass bed in the Bay that must be protected; and 
c. Public access to Wood Bay must not be impeded. 

 

BACKGROUND 

The Planning and Development Division has been referred an application for a residential private 
moorage in Wood Bay, Secret Cove, Area B from the Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource 
Operations (MFLNRO) for comment (see attachment A).  Below is an image of the location of the 
proposed dock in Wood Bay: 

 

Proposed dock 
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Application File 2410710 by Holland for Private Moorage in Wood Bay Page 2 of 2 
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DISCUSSION 

Zoning Bylaw 310 regulates the size and type of mooring facilities with the Water One (W1) zone.  The 
proposed moorage facility is larger than the 65 m² size restriction outlined in the W1 zone under section 
1200.4(c); however, the applicants have provided a letter stating that they will amend the proposed 
dock to meet bylaw size requirement (see Attachment B).  The Regional District has asked the Ministry 
to review the size of the proposed area to see if the mooring facility warrants such a large license area, 
as this application may limit or break traffic to Wood Bay.  Planning staff have provided comments on 
this application (see Attachment C), which are due on April 26, 2012.   

The Halfmoon Bay Advisory Planning Commission discussed this application at their March 27, 2012 
meeting and provided the following comments: 

• Members are concerned about the size of the dock footprint in such a small bay.  This concern is 
addressed by the applicant's intention to reduce the footprint to comply with Bylaw 310- section 
1200-4. 

• Members feel that building a dock to accommodate large visiting boats would set a precedent 
for other large docks.  It is suggested that docks be designed to suit the day-to-day needs of the 
residents, and that large visiting boats can moor at the nearby public wharf.   

• It is also noted that the wash from large boats (30, 40, 50ft) has a detrimental effect on eel grass 
beds, and that these boats should not be encouraged to moor close to eel grass beds. 

• Diane Sanford explained the environmental importance of eel grass.  It is suggested that the 
current information on eel grass beds is outdated and that the re-mapping of local eel grass 
beds should be a pre-requisite for the application. 

• Members questioned the proposed location of the dock, and suggested that the other side of 
the peninsula be considered as an alternative location.  In response, it is noted that the dock has 
already been re-located based on advice from DFO, who visited the site and suggested that the 
applicants construct the dock at the proposed location. 

• There is concern about the visual impact of the dock: how high the approach is, and how far the 
dock extends into the bay.  The applicants have taken an active role in all aspects of site 
development and are working with professionals towards minimizing both the visual and 
environmental impact of the dock.  This effort is recognized and appreciated by the APC. 

• The APC is concerned about the materiality of the dock and limiting the leaching of toxic 
substances into the water.  It is noted that materials have been carefully considered for their 
environmental impact: aluminum mesh, steel piles, marine-rated lumbers, and hard plastic 
floats will be used. 

 
The application area is located near an eelgrass bed (see attachment D).  Staff have requested that the 
eelgrass bed be protected. 
 
DFO noted that the proposed dock is located approximately 100 metres from the eelgrass bed and that 
they do not see any negative environmental impacts from the proposal (see attachment E). 

SUMMARY 

The proposed residential private moorage application in Wood Bay appears to be larger than zoning 
Bylaw requirements which may limit or break traffic in the area.  Planning staff have drafted a letter to 
the Ministry noting the size of the dock be amended to meet the 65 m² Bylaw requirement; there 
is an eelgrass bed in the Bay that must be protected; and public access to Wood Bay must not 
be impeded.  
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SUNSHINE COAST 
REGIONAL DISTRICT 

 
 
1975 Field Road Tel:  (604) 885-6800 
Sechelt, B.C. Fax: (604) 885-7909 
VON 3A1 

 
 
 

April 5, 2012 
 
 
Andrea Cowgill, Land Technical Officer via email: Andrea.Cowgill@gov.bc.ca 
Ministry of Forests, Lands &  
Natural Resource Operations 
200-10428 153rd Street 
Surrey, BC V3R 1E1 
 
Dear Ms. Cowgill: 
 
Re: License of Occupation Application File 2410710 by Holland for a Residential 

Private Moorage fronting Lot 2, DL 1485, Plan BCP48574, Wood Bay, Halfmoon 
Bay, BC. 

 

This will acknowledge receipt of the above Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural 
Resource Operations (MFLNRO) referrals.  Due to MFLNRO’s limited timeline, the 
Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) Board will not be able to make a resolution 
regarding the above application.  Therefore, the following comments are from Regional 
District Planning and Development staff. 
 
1. Does this proposal relate to your agency’s legislated responsibilities? 

The foreshore is zoned Water One (W1) along this part of Secret Cove, in Wood Bay.   
The W1 zone permits one mooring facility for a pleasure craft, which is auxiliary to a 
residential use located on the adjacent upland parcel or one mooring facility for one 
non-pleasure craft, which is auxiliary to the principal use of the adjacent upland 
parcel.  The Regional District recently received (in January 2012) a building permit 
application for a dwelling on Lot 2. Once a building permit has been processed and 
the construction of a dwelling is substantially undertaken, the Regional District 
would consider the upland use to be residential. 
 
The W1 zone also places a limit on the size of a dock. A mooring facility shall have a 
combined area, independent of any pedestrian access, not exceeding 65 m² (see 
attached W1 zone from Bylaw 310).  The proposed dock appears to be larger than 
65 m². A Development Variance Permit (DVP) is required to construct a dock that 
size, or the applicants must amend the proposal to meet the Bylaw requirements. 
 
The Regional District may require a building permit and/or a DVP for any structures 
constructed to access the moorage facility.   
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Letter to Ministry on 5 April 2012  
Regarding License of Occupation Application #2410710 Page 2 of 2 
 

N:\Land Administration\3020 Crown Land\3020-20 Crown Referrals, Leases & Licenses (Non-SCRD)\2410710 DL 1010 Private 
Moorage Wood Bay\2410710 eLetter to Ministry.docx 

2. If the proposal proceeds, will the proponent require approval from your agency? 
Yes – as above.  

 
 
3. Will compliance monitoring be required by your agency if this proposal goes ahead? 

No. 
 
 
4. If application proposal is implemented, in your opinion, would public use of this area be 

impacted?   
There appears to be no through way between the application area and the existing 
private moorage licence area (Crown File #2410378) to allow access to the eastern side of 
Wood Bay, as the areas overlap.  Please review the size of the proposed area to see if the 
mooring facility warrants such a large license area, as this application may limit or break 
traffic to Wood Bay.  The Regional District requests that the Crown modify and or justify 
this situation. 

 
 
5. A) Is the application area zoned for the proposed purpose?  

As above. 
 

B) What is the estimated time required for a decision on an application to re-zone the 
area should the applicant wish to pursue this option?  
N/A. 

 
 
There is an eelgrass bed in Wood Bay. The Regional District requests that application area be 
assessed to determine if it affects the eelgrass bed.  The Regional District requests that the 
eelgrass bed be protected. 
 
Please contact me if you have any questions, or require further information.  
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
 
Lesley-Ann Staats 
Planning Technician 
Planning & Development Division 
 
 
 
cc  Garry Nohr, Director, Electoral Area B 
 Mr. & Mrs. Holland, Applicant 
 Steven Olmstead, General Manager, Planning & Development Division 
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PART XII WATER ZONES 
 
 
1200 W1 Zone (Water One) 
 
1200 On a parcel in a W1 zone, 

 
Permitted Uses 

 
1200.1 except as otherwise permitted in Part V of this bylaw the following and no other uses are 

permitted: 
 

(a) one mooring facility for pleasure craft, which is auxiliary to a residential use 
located on the adjacent upland parcel; 

(b) one mooring facility for one non-pleasure craft, which is auxiliary to the principal 
use of the adjacent upland parcel; 

(c) public boat ramp for launching and removal of marine craft; 
(d) park; 

 
Restricted Uses 

 
1200.2 the installation and use of marine ways is expressly prohibited. 

 
Siting of Structures 

 
1200.3 (a) except as provided for in subsections (b) and (c), no structure shall be located 

within 1.5 meters of a parcel line. 
(b) a mooring facility that extends into the inter-tidal zone may be located on the 

natural boundary or abutting parcel line of adjacent upland. 
(c) a shared mooring facility serving two abutting parcels may be located on a parcel 

line where the parcels are situated on or over the surface of water. 
 

Conditions of Use 
 

1200.4 (a) the height of a building or structure shall not exceed 4.5 meters. 
(b) a boathouse shall have an exterior perimeter not exceeding 35.0 meters. 
(c) a mooring facility shall have a combined area, independent of any pedestrian 

access, not exceeding 65.0 square meters.  In cases where differences result in 
applying subsections (b) and (c), the more restrictive provision shall prevail. 

(d) a boathouse shall be located on the surface of water only if it has a structural 
connection to the adjacent upland. 

(e) a private float having no connection to adjacent upland and used primarily for 
recreational purposes shall have a horizontal surface area not exceeding 10.0 square 
meters. 

 
Buildings Per Parcel 
 

1200.5 subject to compliance with all other provisions of this bylaw more than one principal 
building may be permitted. 
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Date: 09/03/2012

Site Map
Private Moorage Application
2410710 Wood Bay

Legend

tu101

10871

10761

10805

This information has been compiled by the 
Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) 
using data derived from a number of sources
 with varying levels of accuracy.  The SCRD
disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy or 
completeness of this information.

:

Eelgrass Beds

proposed moorage site
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Lesley Ann Staats

From: Linda Holland [LHolland@krystalfinancial.ca]
Sent: April-04-12 9:45 AM
To: Lesley Ann Staats
Subject: Grant McBain

Hi Lesley‐Ann, 
 
FYI. 
 
Linda 
 
 
 

From: "McBain, Grant" <Grant.McBain@dfo‐mpo.gc.ca> 
Date: Wed, 21 Mar 2012 09:06:35 ‐0700 
To: "Andrea FLNR:EX Cowgill" <Andrea.Cowgill@gov.bc.ca> 
Cc: Linda Holland <Linda‐Holland@Shaw.ca>, <jpaul@secheltnation.net> 
Subject: Private Dock Wood Bay File 2410710 
 

Andrea: I met with the landowners onsite and reviewed the dock location and plans.  The dock will be secured using 
pilings and is approximately 100 meters form the eel grass bed at the head of the bay. 

I do not foresee any neagtive environmental impacts from this proposal. 

Grant 

Grant McBain 
DFO Habitat Biologist 
Sunshine Coast 
604 883 3088 
grant.mcbain@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 
All individuals requesting project review must first complete the following Project Review Application Form: 
(http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/habitat/steps/praf/form-formulaire-eng.pdf). DFO's Working Near Water Web-site will walk you 
through the project application process: http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/habitat/index-eng.htm. Under the Project application section, 
you will find additional information to help you prepare your submission. The various DFO activity guidelines will also give you 
some insight into typical mitigation measures that you should employ to prevent harm to fish habitat. It would be valuable to review 
this information to ensure a complete submission. Incomplete submissions may result in a longer processing time.  
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GarryNohr
Chair SCRD
Sunshine Coast Regional District R E CE I V ED
1975 Field Road 1’4AR 0 72012
Sechelt BC VON 3A1

CHAIR
Dear Gary Nohr:

Your letter of January 24,2012, addressed to the Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of
Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation, regarding private moorage applications in
Pender Harbour, has been forwarded to me for response.

I understand that the resolution of the moorage issue is important to your residents and
shishálh. Private moorage applications are currently not being processed. The Province
is engaged in discussions with shishálh on the private dock concerns in Pender Harbour
and hopes to come to an agreement which will be satisfactory to all parties involved,
including the residents of Pender Harbour. I have asked Tom Ethier, Chief Negotiator,
and his team to keep you apprised of this matter.

I appreciate the opportunity to respond to your concerns.

Yours truly,

e Munro
Deputy Minister

pc: Honourable Mary Polak
Minister of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation

Tom Ethier
Chief Negotiator
Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation

Ministry ofAboriginal Relations Office of the Deputy Minister Mailing Address: Website: vww.gov.bc.ca/arr

and Reconciliation Box 9100 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9B169
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Honourable Mary Polak
Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
P0 Box 9051
Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VSW 9E2

Dear Minister Polak

Re Private Moorage Applications in Pender Harbour

The Sunshine Coast Regional District and the shishalh Nation recently met at our November
7, 2011 Heritage Protocol Advisory Committee meeting and discussed the topic of private
moorage applications in Pender Harbour The Regional District and the shishalh have been
advised that the Crown will be processing private moorage applications now that the Crown
has unilaterally lifted its moratorium on applications

On January 12th the Regional District adopted the following resolution respecting private
moorage applications in Pender Harbour

007/12 Recommendation No 3— New Private Moorage Land Act Application Requirements

THAT in regard to the new private moorage application requirements under the Land
Act, a letter be sent to the Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation to re
affirm the SCRD request that they continue to meet with the Sechelt Indian Band on
the private dock concerns on the Sunshine Coast

The Board wishes to emphasize that the resolution of the moorage issue is important to our
residents and to the shishalh Nation The Board encourages both parties to work towards a
mutually satisfactory agreement

Please contact me at (604) 885-6800 if you have any questions, or require further
information

Regards,
...: .. ,- -, . . . .. : .

2

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

Garry Nohr
Chair . .

-

.
- -:
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March 5, 2012

Garry Nohr
Board Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt BC VON 3A1

Dear Garry Nohr:

! r”-!)j711 0 I

SCRDI RECE:VED

MR 0 82012

L CHAIR

Thank you for your letter informing the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations (MFLNRO) of your interest in participating in the Integrated Management of
Aquaculture Plan (IMAP) process led by Fisheries and Oceans Canada (FOC).

IMAP decisions made by FOC will affect the management of activities where the Province
has jurisdiction on Crown foreshore and lands covered by water. Like the Regional District,
MFLNRO wishes to be consulted during the process. Specific to aquaculture, FOC has
jurisdiction for managing the operational activities for the industry. The Province maintains a
working relationship with FOC in this regard but final decisions related to operations and the
marine environment rest with FOC.

If you would like to further discuss the Province’s jurisdiction on lands situated below the
high water mark, please contact me directly by any one of the means listed at the bottom of
this letter.

Sean Herbert
Director
Provincial Program Delivery

Ministiy of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resource Operations

Sean Herbert
Director,
Provincial Program Delivery
sean.herbert@gov.bc.ca

Mailing Address:
142-2080 Labieux Road
Nanaimo, BC V9T 6J9
Tel: 250-751-7275
Fax: 250-751-722471
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SUNSHINE COAST 1975 Field Road Tel. 604.885.6800 •

REGIONAL DISTRICT Sechelt Fax: 604.885.7909
British Columbia Toll Free 1.800.687.5753
Canada VON 3A1 Web Site: www.scrd.ca

February 21, 2012

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
P0 BOX 9352, STN PROV GOVT
Victoria, BC
V8W9M1

Attention: Sean Herbert
Director, Tenures, Competitiveness and Innovation Division

Dear Sean Herbert:

Re: Sunshine Coast Regional District involvement in the Development of Integrated
Management of Aquaculture Plans

It has come to the attention of the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) that Fisheries and
Oceans Canada (DFO) is developing a new framework for the management of aquaculture in
the Pacific Region.

The SCRD would like to make it clear to the DFO and the Provincial Agencies that the SCRD has
authorities and responsibilities over land use in the Regional District. The SCRD requests that
the DFO and the Province recognize and respect SCRD bylaws (including zoning) in the siting,
approval and operation of finfish and shellfish farms.

Further, the SCRD requests an opportunity to engage in the consultation process for the
development of the new Integrated Management of Aquaculture Plans (IMAP5).

The SCRD is in receipt of a questionnaire entitled “IMAP, Conditions of Licence and
Management Framework Strategic Questions for First Nations, Industry, & Stakeholders” dated
Fall 2011. The SCRD intends to refer this questionnaire to appropriate Regional District
Advisory Commissions as a first step toward engagement in the IMAP process and will submit
this information by March 2012.

Yours truly,

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

SCRD Board Chair

ELECTORAL AREAS: Al Egmont, Pander Harbour B/Hal/moon Bay Dl Roberts Creek El Elphlnstone Fl West Howe Sound\7 MUNICIPALITIES: District of Sechelt / Sechelt Indian Government District / Town of Gibsons72
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE:  March 30, 2012 

TO:  Planning and Development Committee – April 19, 2012 

FROM: Lesley-Ann Staats – Planning Technician, Planning & Development Division 

RE: Commercial Medical Marijuana Sales 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

1. THAT the report titled, “Commercial Medical Marijuana Sales” and dated March 30, 2011 be 
received; 
 

2. AND THAT a letter be sent to Health Canada, with a copy to the Union of British Columbia 
Municipalities and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, requesting that there be 
opportunity for local government engagement with respect to the proposed regulations 
regarding commercial medical marijuana production licences. 

 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At its regular meeting held on January 26, 2012, the Board adopted resolution #030/12 as follows: 
 
030/12 Recommendation No. 1   Commercial Medical Marijuana  

THAT staff prepare a report regarding zoning issues around the possible 
commercialization of the Medical Marijuana program. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
SCRD Zoning Bylaws 
Currently under Bylaw 310 and Bylaw 337, most of the Rural zones permit “agricultural use” or 
“agriculture” as a principal use. According to Bylaw 310 and Bylaw 337’s current definition of 
“agriculture”, planning staff would interpret that growing medical marijuana meets the definition of 
agriculture: 
 
Bylaw 310:   
"agriculture" (a) means cultivating, producing or harvesting crops and marketing and selling 

the crops harvested on the same parcel; 
(b) includes: 

(i) the storage and sale on a farm of the crops harvested on the same 
farm; 
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Regarding Commercial Medical Marijuana Sales Page 2 of 3 
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(ii) the storage on a farm of farm machinery, implements and supplies 
used on that farm; 

(iii) repairs on a farm to farm machinery and implements used on the 
same farm; 

(c) excludes rearing livestock and all manufacturing, processing, storage and 
repairs not referred to in this definition; 

 
Bylaw 337:  

"agriculture" means the growing, producing or harvesting of crops and the rearing of 
livestock, poultry and rabbits including the storage and auxiliary sales of unmanufactured 
agricultural produce, the storage and repair of machinery and implements used on the same 
farm, and the storage of supplies used on the same farm; excluding feedlots, fur farms, 
poultry farms, pig farms and mushroom farms;     

 
These definitions, however, need to be applied within the context of senior government legislation.  
Medical marijuana production is primarily regulated through Health Canada’s Federal legislation.  Should 
the medical marijuana operation be located in the ALR, provincial legislation may override the SCRD 
zoning bylaw, limiting the use, as described below under Provincial Regulations.  Thus, zoning under 
Bylaws 310 and 337 permit medical marijuana growing operations in most rural zones, although 
provincial and federal laws limit this use. 
 
Federal Regulations 
Health Canada licencing allows an eligible patient to possess marijuana for their own use in prescribed 
amounts, to grow medical marijuana for their own use, or to designate someone to grow it for them.  
The designated producer is permitted to grow and sell medical marijuana for up to a maximum of two 
people, so long as the two purchasers have their licences as well.  According to Health Canada 
regulations, the maximum amount of medical marijuana permitted to be produced on one property is 
enough for up to four licenced patients.  Health Canada noted that the average amount prescribed per 
patient is between 1-3 grams of marijuana per day, although there are some cases where the 
prescription is much higher.  There is no limit on the maximum to be prescribed, so long as the physician 
can defend the prescription. The sale of seedlings, however, is not permitted.  
 
With each licence issued, Health Canada requires that the grower meet all legislation and bylaws in their 
area. Thus, local zoning bylaws supersede the federal licence in this case. 
 
There is one farm in the country licenced to sell dried marijuana and seeds, and it is located in 
Saskatoon; however, it can only sell to Health Canada (which then distributes it accordingly).  Therefore, 
the commercial sale of medical marijuana is not permitted under the authorized Health Canada personal 
use licence, or any other license, unless it is being sold to Health Canada.  Health Canada is currently in 
the process of developing regulations for commercial production licences, however, as it very 
preliminary, these regulations may not be adopted until 2014 (see Attachment A – email from Health 
Canada regarding proposed new regulations).  Currently, commercial production licences are not 
available.     
 
Provincial Regulations 
According to the BC Assessment Act Standards for the Classification of Land as a Farm Regulation, 
medical marijuana meets the definition of “medicinal plant culture” and is therefore considered a 
primary agricultural production for the purposes of farm classification.  However, as mentioned above, 
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Health Canada identifies that these operations will not have any legal commercial sales.  For a medical 
marijuana grow-op in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), annual cash sales are a prerequisite for farm 
classification and a federal licencee would not be able to meet that requirement without contravening 
the terms of their licence.  Therefore, according to the Ministry of Agriculture, a medical marijuana grow-
op is not considered a “farm operation” by definition, because a farm operation must be a business, and 
a business must make a recognized farm income.  If someone is not producing a qualifying product as 
defined in the BC Assessment Act Standards for the Classification of Land as a Farm Regulation, it is not a 
farm business.  Therefore, while commercial medical marijuana production could be considered a 
permissible agricultural use, the provincial regulations act as the limiting factor.  
 
Other Municipalities 
Other municipalities, such as the Town of Gibsons (ToG) or the District of Sechelt (DoS) require business 
licences for commercial operations.  Through the business licensing process, municipalities can place 
conditions or limits on the business.  As such, a condition on a business licence could limit the sale of 
certain products; however, the DoS or ToG do not regulate the production or distribution of medical 
marijuana through their zoning or business licences in their municipalities at this time.  The DoS is 
currently in the process of possibly amending its zoning bylaw to permit “medical marihuana 
production” in some industrial and agricultural zones; however this does not speak to the commercial 
sale of the product, and there appears to be strong community opposition to limiting personal use 
growing locations. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
SCRD zoning bylaws do not differentiate between legal crops and illegal crops as that is the purview of 
the federal Criminal Code.  SCRD Zoning bylaws permit “agricultural use”, which means growing, 
cultivating, harvesting and selling crops.  Cultivation and the commercial sale of medical marijuana 
would be considered a permitted use in all SCRD zones that permit agriculture.  However, provincial and 
federal regulations place limits on this. Health Canada issues personal use licences, and the licences do 
not permit the commercial sale of medical marijuana. Because Health Canada limits the sale, commercial 
medical marijuana production is not considered a farm operation.   
 
Thus, at this time, a federal medical marijuana licence does not legally allow commercial sales of medical 
marijuana; however, Health Canada is in the process of developing regulations for commercial 
production licences, so this may change in the next few years. 
 
It remains unclear whether it would be possible for the SCRD to “distinguish” medical marijuana from 
other crops if Health Canada develops a commercial production program for medical marijuana.  Staff 
recommend that a letter be sent to Health Canada, with a copy to the Union of British Columbia 
Municipalities and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, requesting that there be opportunity for 
local government engagement with respect to the proposed regulations regarding commercial medical 
marijuana production licences. 
 

 
Lesley-Ann Staats                  
Planning & Development Division 
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From: Valerie J Anderson on behalf of Consultations-marihuana
To: Lesley Ann Staats
Subject: Re: commercial sales of med. marihuana & local bylaws
Date: March-27-12 10:22:27 AM

Good afternoon, 

As you may be aware, in response to concerns heard from Canadians, the
Government of Canada announced on June 17, 2011 that it is considering
improvements to Health Canadas Marihuana Medical Access Program. The proposed
improvements would reduce the risk of abuse and exploitation by criminal elements
and keep our children and communities safe, while significantly improving the way
program participants access marihuana for medical purposes. 

Health Canada has also been engaging in comprehensive discussions regarding the
impact of the proposed changes with provincial and territorial ministries of health,
municipal governments, law enforcement, fire departments, the medical community,
cannabis dispensaries and patient advocates. 

The details of this proposal are outlined in a consultation document titled: Proposed
Improvements to Health Canada’s Marihuana Medical Access Program available on
the Health Canada website: 
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/consultation/marihuana/_2011/program/index-
eng.php 

There will be additional opportunities to comment when Health Canada publishes a
draft of the new regulations in Canada Gazette, Part I, later this year. 

Health Canada is currently developing the new regulations. Please
note that improvements to the program will not be implemented until new regulations
are developed. The process for applying for an authorization to possess and/or
licence to produce marihuana for medical purposes under the Medical Marihuana
Access Regulations (MMAR) will remain the same until any changes to the program
are in place. 

Sincerely, 

Medical Marihuana Regulatory Reform
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate 
Healthy Environments and Consumer Safety Branch 
Health Canada 

commercial sales of med. marihuana & local bylaws

Lesley Ann Staats to: consultations-marihuana@hc-sc.gc.ca 2012-03-26 04:29 PM

Attachment A
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE:  April 11, 2011 
TO: Planning and Development Committee, April 19, 2012 
FROM: Teresa Fortin, Planner 
RE: Invasive Plants Update 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
THAT Regional District staff work with the Coastal Invasive Plant Council to coordinate 
dates for the invasive plant training and initiate an invasive plant inventory of Regional 
District parks. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Last year, the SCRD joined the Coastal Invasive Plant Council (CIPC).  The CIPC is a collective 
group that works to control invasive plants within BC’s southern coastal communities including 
the Sunshine Coast and Vancouver Island.  In 2011, CIPC provided the Regional District with 
many resources:  stakeholder meeting; brochures; strategic consulting; participation in the 
province’s invasive alien plant program database; and inventory and treatment of invasive 
plants. 
 
The SCRD recently approved $1,000 for invasive plant control.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The CIPC coordinator recently sent the SCRD a letter (see Attachment A) in which she 
suggested several operational strategies for the SCRD to consider.  Given the SCRD’s budget, 
the CIPC coordinator suggested to use that money towards a 2-hr public training session and 
begin to inventory SCRD parks (including entering data into the Invasive Alien Plant Program 
database).  While in the Sunshine Coast CIPC would likely conduct treatment on invasive plants 
in Ministry of Transportation right of ways reducing the cost of travel to the SCRD.  Planning and 
Parks staff are working with CIPC to coordinate dates for the training and inventory. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Invasive plants are on the Sunshine Coast and the Regional District may be in a position to 
support the control and eradication of some of these species.  Goals the SCRD are working 
towards include a combination of community education, an inventory of invasive plants and 
prioritizing control projects.  In keeping with these goals, staff recommend that the SCRD work 
with the CIPC to coordinate dates for the training and inventory. 
 
________________ 
Teresa Fortin 
Planner 
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uoastal Invasive Plant Committee
c.2”I P.O. Box 48114, 3575 Douglas StreetI Victoria, BC V8Z 7H5

250-857-2472
nfo@coistahrna’uepIants corn

www.coastalinvasiveplants.com‘ COMM

Garry Nohr, Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC VON 3A1

March 28, 2012

Re: Coordinated Invasive Plant Management in the Sunshine Coast Region

Dear Garry Nohr:

The Coastal Invasive Plant Committee has completed a successful first year of our partnership delivery method
managing invasive plants; allow us to maximize treatment efforts with the funding available.

For the 2011 season the CIPC pooled together funding from the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
(MoTE), BC Hydro, Fortis BC, Ministry of Forest Lands and Natural Resource Operations (MFLNRO), Powell RiverRegional District and the City of Powell River we were able to offer an attractive contract to Capilano Highways Ltd.for on-the-ground treatment of invasive plants in the Sunshine Coast and Powell River area. Education and outreach
services were also provided to residents and park staff. Pooling resources ensures more funds go towards invasive
plant management, minimizing travel time between sites and at the point of commencement. The CIPC is also
committed to hiring and training local contractors and further benefiting rural coastal communities.

Management activities on Regional District lands included:
• Inventory and treatment, with the assistance of the Sechelt First Nations, of Japanese Knotweed, Giant

Hogweed, Butterfly Bush and Scotch Broom;
• Data entry in to the MFLNRO Invasive Alien Plant Program (IAPP) database; and
• SCRD Stakeholder meeting

The SCRD community also utilized a number of CIPC services, including: signing up to receive the CIPC bi
monthly e-newsletter, and consulting the numerous IP resources available on our website (measured by web
statistics); reporting occurrences of Japanese Knotweed and Giant Hogweed on private property and along
watercourses on public land using the Report-A-Weed hotline and received advice and information on treatment
options. Sightings on public land are verified and entered into the IAPP database for future management
considerations.

CIPC Invasive Plant Management Program (2012)

For the 2012 invasive plant management program the CIPC will continue to coordinate targeted inventories,
treatments and removals on Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands, Powell River, Mount Waddington, Strathcona and
the Sunshine Coast through our partnership delivery approach. Our partners include: the MoTI, MFLNRO; as well as
BC Hydro, Fortis BC and the Invasive Species Council of BC, along with other local governments in the CIPC
service area.

Page 1 of2
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Recommendations for Invasive Plant Management in the SCRD

The CIPC is asking that the SCRD consider making a $1,000 contribution towards our coordinated invasive plant

management program in 2012-2013. Listed below are some options for management activities for that period:

• Use of CIPC crews to re-treat the following invasive plants:
• Giant hogweed sites found on publically accessible lands within the SCRD

• Knotweed sites on publically accessible lands within the SCRD

• Delivery of a 2-hr public presentation (indoors) covering invasive plants of highest regional concern, the

habitats and ecosystems they threaten, invasive plant identification, and how to report invasive plants.

If more funds become available CIPC can offer the following services on a case-by-case basis:

• Drafting an Invasive Plant Management Strategy that shows successes as well as identifies gaps in the long-

term management of invasive plants in the SCRD.

• Other services the CIPC could offer, that can be completed on a fee-for-service basis, include:

o Training of transfer station staff to identify and segregate invasive plants from yard waste ensuring

the proper disposal of and to prevent the spread of invasive plants;

o Delivery of education programs and materials for staff and residents, to raise awareness of invasive

plant issues;
o Parks staff training — invasive plant identification and management strategies. Training could be

delivered either at two to three 1-hour tailgate sessions or as one half-day field tour of sites located

on SCRD lands; and
o A mapped survey of the SCRD natural areas (parks and trails) for the presence of priority invasive

plants

A verbal or written report that summarizes the activities conducted and management recommendations for the future

can be provided to the Regional District at the end of the year.

If you have questions about our program and additional services that can be provided, please do not hesitate to

contact us. In the meantime, visit our booth at the Associationfor Vancouver Island Coastal Communities mini-

marketplace April 13 — 15th in Uclueletfor a chance to win a FREE 2-hr invasive plant management information

sessionfor staffor the public. I hope to see you there!

Once again, thank you for your support. The CIPC looks forward to discussing the future coordinated invasive plant

management activities in the Sunshine Coast Regional District.

Sincerely,

Rachelle McElroy, BSc, MSLS,
Coordinator, Coastal Invasive Plant Committee

Cc. Teresa Fortin, Planner, Sunshine Coast Regional District

Page 2 of 2
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SCRD STAFF REPORT  
   

DATE:  April 5, 2011 
TO: Planning and Development Committee, April 19, 2012 
FROM: Teresa Fortin, Planner 
RE: BC Timber Sales March 2012 Update 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
THAT the Regional District inform BCTS that it does not support logging within the 
Dakota Community Watershed, including Block A79517 that lies within this watershed; 
 
AND THAT the Regional District does not support logging of old growth trees on Mt. 
Elphinstone. 

AND THAT staff invite BCTS to talk to the Board about harvesting in old growth forests 
and within a community watershed. 
 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At the UBCM in September 2011, several SCRD Directors met with Heather MacKnight (a 
Regional Director with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations) to 
discuss the impacts of logging on Mt. Elphinstone and the removal of Block G042C16Y from 
BCTS’ operational plan.  Norm Kempe, Planning Forester with BCTS had contacted Planning 
staff to provide an update of the meeting’s outcome. 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Mr. Kemp’s email dated March 16th (see Attachment A) confirmed: 
 

1) That BCTS staff re-examined the current Old Grown Management Areas (OGMA) and 
requested the District Manager of the Sunshine Coast Forest District to consider 
changes to the Chapman Landscape Unit Plan which included incorporating Blocks 
WC022 and WC045 (near Dakota Ridge) and G042C16Y (near Mt. Elphinstone 
Provincial Park) as OGMA candidates (see Feb 6, 2012 letter in Attachment B). 
 

2) Block A87124 was sold (see map in Attachment C) and is anticipated to be harvested 
this spring. 
 

3) BCTS is proceeding with the sale of A79517 (see map in Attachment D) later this year, 
possibly this fall.  BCTS has some work on the project has to do: roadwork, place a 
bridge over a crossing, and complete an archaeological survey.  Blocks 42-44B lie within 
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the Dakota Community Watershed.  The Board previously addressed this issue in a 
resolution from March 24, 2011 meeting as follows:   
 
147/11 Recommendation No. 9  Community Watersheds  

THAT the Regional District forward the following additional comment to BC 
Timber Sales (BCTS) regarding the 2011 BCTS Operating Plan for Mt. 
Elphinstone:  

The Regional District does not support logging within the Dakota Community 
Watershed, including Block A79517 that lies within this watershed; 

Most of these blocks are in age class 9 forests, or old growth.  Board also made specific 
resolutions regarding old growth forests on February 10, 2011: 

065/11 Recommendation No. 5 – 2011 BC Timber Sales Operating Plan – Mt. 
Elphinstone 

5. The Regional District does not support logging of old growth trees on Mt. 
Elphinstone. 

6. The Regional District invites BCTS to enter into a discussion about old 
growth forest values in all sub-zones. 

Mr. Kempe recently offered to speak to the Board about harvesting in old growth forests.  The 
distribution of forest class within the Regional District is summarized in Attachment E. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Staff recommend that the SCRD reiterate its concern about logging in a community watershed 
and in old growth forests on Mt. Elphinstone and invite BCTS to talk to the Board about these 
issues. 
 
________________ 
Teresa Fortin 
Planner 
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From: Kempe, Norm FLNR:EX
To: Steven Olmstead; Teresa Fortin
Subject: BCTS/SCRD
Date: March-16-12 2:05:13 PM
Attachments: 20111018081344.pdf

Chapman OGMA amendment 2012.pdf

 
 
 
 
Hello Steven and Teresa,
 
By way of this note I am following up on the commitments made by Heather MacKnight at the UBCM in her
discussions with the SCRD.  The original SCRD submission is attached for reference.  I was hoping you could take
this back to the Directors and inform them of the outcome. 
 
There was concern expressed with several cut-blocks BCTS was proposing on Mt Elphinstone (A87124, A84612
and G042C16Y).  At the meeting Heather made the commitment that BCTS would re-examine the current
selection of designated Old Growth Management Areas (OGMA’s) within the Chapman Landscape Unit Plan to
consider possible revisions to this protected areas plan.  This initiative was completed by BCTS earlier this year
and several areas identified for priority protection by the SCRD have been removed from the BCTS harvest plan
and recommended for OGMA designation.   These areas include block G042C16Y and blocks WC022 and WC045
which were part of TSL A84612.  The application to amend the Chapman Landscape Unit Plan with the new
OGMA’s is before the Sunshine Coast Forest District Manager.  I am hopeful that this is seen as a demonstration
that we are listening and responsive to local concerns expressed over our harvest plans.  The designation of
G042C16Y as a protected OGMA adjacent to Mt Elphinstone Park essentially enlarges this area of the park to a
logical unit.  This OGMA and the others we have placed around this area of the Park will ensure that interior
forest conditions are maintained in the park and ensure the popular trail network in the area is retained in its
current condition.   
 
Timber Sale A87124 was recently sold and is anticipated to be harvested this Spring.  Our plan is to proceed with
Timber sale A79517 later in the year.  This is consistent with our most recent Operating Plan shared with you in
late 2010. 
 
 
 
Norm Kempe 
Planning Forester 
BCTS Campbell River 
Ph. (250) 286-9359 
Norm.Kempe@gov.bc.ca
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Ministry of Forests 
and Range 

Campbell River Forest District Location: 
370 South Dogwood Street 
Campbell River, BC 
V9W 6Y7 
CANADA 

Mailing Address: 
370 South Dogwood Street 
Campbell River, BC  V9W 6Y7 

Tel: (250) 286-9300 
Fax: (250) 286-9490 

 

 

 
 

 

February 6, 2012 

Mark Anderson, District Manager, 
Sunshine Coast Forest District, 
7077 Duncan Street, 
Powell River, B.C. 
V8A 1W1 
 

Re: Amendment to Chapman Landscape Unit Plan 

 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

BC Timber Sales submits for your review and approval an amendment to the Chapman Landscape 
Unit Plan which came into effect on December 2, 2002.  The purpose of the sustainable resource 
management plan is to provide a source of representation for old growth values at the landscape 
level as well as supporting the conservation of other important values, such as wildlife habitat, rare 
ecosystems, cultural and heritage and recreation.   
 
This amendment provides for the establishment of three additional Old Growth Management Areas 
(OGMAs) into the Chapman Landscape Unit Plan.  Two of the proposed OGMAs are located on the 
Dakota Ridge portion of Mt. Elphinstone and overlap with previously proposed BC Timber Sales 
cutblocks WC022 and WC045 (Figure 1).  The third proposed OGMA is located adjacent to the 
southern piece of Mt. Elphinstone Provincial Park and overlaps with previously proposed BC 
Timber Sales block G042C16Y (Figure 2).  These proposed OGMAs are consistent with the legal 
objectives that have been established for the Chapman Landscape Unit Plan as well as the selection 
criteria specified in the Landscape Unit Planning Guidebook. 
 
BC Timber Sales actively engages in discussions regarding their proposed harvesting operations 
with local interest groups and First Nations.  A significant amount of correspondence opposing the 
harvesting of these three blocks including concerns from the Sechelt First Nation, Sunshine Coast 
Regional District, and Elphinstone Logging Focus has been received.  In response to the concerns 
raised by the various interest groups, BC Timber Sales has conducted a review of their harvest plans 
and the current selection of OGMAs on Mt. Elphinstone and is willing to remove these blocks from 
their harvest plan and is in support of these areas being established as OGMAs.  A brief summary of 
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the correspondence regarding the both the opposition to harvesting of these areas as well as the 
support for setting these areas aside in a legal designation is provided in Appendix 1. 
 
 

 

Figure 1.  Location of BC Timber Sales blocks WC022 and WC045 and proximity to recreation site 
and trail network 
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Figure 2.  Location of BC Timber Sales proposed block G042C16Y and Mt. Elphinstone Provincial 
Park 

The proposed OGMA that overlaps with block G042C16Y would account for an additional 26.4 
hectares of representation in the CWH dm variant (Figure 3).  The site is characterized by mature 
forest that has some old growth characteristics that would provide for valuable interior forest 
condition and connectivity due to its proximity to the Provincial Park. 

The proposed OGMAs that overlap with blocks WC022 and WC045would account for an additional 
18 hectares of old forest representation in the CWH vm2 and an additional 2.5 hectares of old forest 
representation in the MH mm1 (Figure 4).   These two draft OGMAs are comprised of old growth 
forests that would provide for connectivity with existing trails. The proposed OGMA that overlaps 
with block WC045 is part of a larger OGMA complex that spills over into the Howe LU.   The 
Howe Landscape Unit Plan and associated OGMAs are currently in the process of being established 
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and an amendment to add this area into the Howe will be provided to the Ministry upon approval of 
this amendment. 

A summary of draft OGMA areas by BEC is provided in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Summary of draft OGMA areas by BEC 

Variant Area (ha) BCTS block overlap 

CWH dm 26.4 G042C16Y 

CWH vm2 18.0 WC022 & WC045 

MH mm1 2.5 WC045 

 
 

If you have any questions about this amendment please contact the undersigned at (250) 830-7377 
or Norm Kempe at (250) 286-9359. 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Tania Pollock, R.P.F 
 
Attachments: Appendix 1. Summary of correspondence regarding blocks WC022, WC045 and 
G042C16Y 
 
cc: Chuck Anderson, MFLNRO, Sunshine Coast Forest District 
Norm Kempe, R.P.F., Planning Forester, BC Timber Sales 
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Figure 3.  Location of Draft OGMAs that overlap with blocks WC 022 and WC045  
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Figure 4.  Location of Draft OGMA that overlaps with G042C16Y  
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Appendix 1 
 

Summary of correspondence regarding BC Timber Sales 
blocks WC022, WC045 and G042C16Y 

 

 The SCRD opposes the harvest of old growth trees on Mt. Elphinstone and has lobbied the 
provincial government for an expansion to the Mt.Elphinstone Provincial Park.  The SCRD is a 
strong proponent of recreation and tourism in the Sechelt area and holds the position that the 
proposed harvesting in the Mt. Elphinstone area undermines the tourism opportunities.  A sample of 
the comments received from the SCRD in relation to old growth harvesting on Mt. Elphinstone are 
summarized below: 

Sunshine Coast Regional District 

• On February 16, 2010 in a letter addressed to BC Timber Sales, the SCRD: 
o Requested that BCTS remove block G042C16Y from the current operating plan and 

that the area be added to the BC Parks Inventory; 
o Requested that a no-harvest buffer zone around the protected areas on Mt. 

Elphinstone be considered; 
o Noted that they do not support logging of old growth trees on Mt. Elphintone. 
o Recommends that BCTS ensure connectivity amongst the three provincial Mt. 

Elphinstone Provincial Parks either through extending OGMAs, creating wildlife 
corridors or agreeing to have a no harvest buffer around them 

o Requests that Blocks WC022 and WC045 are re-scheduled for sale as there exists 
potential trail opportunities/connections for Dakota Ridge 

 
• On May 30, 2011 in a letter addressed to the Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Forests, 

Lands and Natural Resource Operations, the SCRD 
o Expressed concerns that the integrity of the forest ecosystem in Mt. Elphinstone Park 

would be severely compromised if block G042C16Y was to be harvested; and 
o requested that block G042C16Y by removed from the BC Timber Sales chart area 

 
• On June 1, 2011 in a letter addressed to BC Timber Sales, the SCRD: 

o Requests removal of block G042C16Y from the BC Timber Sales chart area 
 

The Elphinstone Logging Focus group has been actively campaigning to have Mt. Elphinstone 
Provincial Park enlarged and is opposed to old growth harvesting in community watersheds and 
clear cut harvesting in second growth forests.   

Elphinstone Logging Focus  

• A great deal of correspondence has been sent to BC Timber Sales from ELF and its 
members on numerous occasions over the last few years to oppose the harvest of old growth 
logging on Mt. Elphinstone and to lobby for the expansion of Mt. Elphinstone Provincial 
Park.  

• On September 16, 2011 ELF lobbied the Ministry of Environment for an expansion of the 
Provincial Park to protect the area that overlaps with Block G042C16.  ELF also requested a 
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moratorium on timber harvesting within their proposed expansion until such a time that the 
proposal can be studied. 

• On September 30, 2011, the MOE responded to ELF indicating that they are not considering 
an expansion to Mt. Elphinstone Park and suggested that OGMAs established along park 
edges can serve to create additional non-harvested buffers.    

 

The RCOPC reviewed BC Timber Sales proposed harvest plans on Mt. Elphinstone and provided 
the following comments: 

The Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Committee (RCOCPC)  

• On July 26, 2011 the RCOCPC  
o requests that blocks WC022 and WC045 not be harvested due to the content of old 

growth timber and proximity to the Dakota Ridge Recreation site and associated 
recreation opportunities. 

 
 

In a letter dated October 4, 2011, the Sechelt Indian Band requested that BC Timber Sales remove 
blocks WC022 and WC045 from their harvesting plan due to the presence of old growth timber 
within the blocks.  The Sechelt Nation notes that old growth timber has significance to the Sechelt 
Nation for ceremonial and spiritual purposes, and is also a source of raw material for the creation of 
monumental art. 

The Sechelt Indian Band 

 
 

Research Ecologists at the MFLNRO have reviewed harvesting plans associated with blocks 
WC022 and WC045 and have expressed interest in establishing ecological monitoring plots in these 
sites to assess the response of the transitional subalphine sites to climate change.  The MFLNRO 
noted the following: 

Research Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations 

• although the blocks have been classified as class 4 and 5 habitat for marbled murrelets, 
ground observation indicated an availability of potential platforms suitable for marbled 
murrelet nesting 

• considering that other current WHAs for marbled murrelet also rank class 4 and 5 habitat, 
this may be considered suitable habitat for management in this area; 

• age and height characteristics of the blocks are consistent with that required by the Marbled 
Murrelet Recovery Team criteria 

• opportunities for conserving mesic, old forests with interior conditions at the transition 
between MHmm and CWH from lower elevation are limited in general and the area that 
these blocks are located in does provide this opportunity. 
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Approx Location of BCTS Blocks A79517 (Blocks DK42, 43, 44,  44B &45)Ü1:50,000
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Forest Age Structure of the Sunshine Coat Regional District 
 
The distribution of forest age class within the Sunshine Coast Regional District1:  
 

 
 

 

                                            
1 Charts developed using Ministry of Forests, 2001 forest inventory data. 
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE: April 4, 2012 
TO: Planning and Development Committee (April 19, 2012) 
FROM: David Rafael, Senior Planner 
RE: Sunshine Coast Housing Committee Funding Review 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

THAT the report titled “Sunshine Coast Housing Committee Funding Review”, 
dated April 4, 2012, be received for information. 

 
 
BACKGROUND 
At the Board meeting of March 22, 2012 the following resolution was adopted: 

145/12 THAT the General Manager of Planning and Development’s report regarding 
Affordable Housing be received; 

AND THAT the 2012 budget be increased by $23,203 for the SCRD portion of the 
Affordable Housing Committee and funded from Rural Planning as a one-year 
pilot project and reviewed after that time; 

AND THAT staff report back in April on alternative funding options for the 
Affordable Housing Committee. 

DISCUSSION 
Alternative Funding Options 

Staff were asked to provide information about alternative funding for the Sunshine Coast 
Housing Committee. 

Options 

The following options are considered for the funding of the Sunshine Coast Housing Committee 
where the goal is to investigate and promote Affordability options for the Coast. This is to 
separate the “strategy and policy development” from actual land accumulation and building – in 
that case a new function would be required for the SCRD to be involved. There are several 
options for funding a “strategy/policy” service:   

The Board approved a blended option based upon assessed value (2011), population (2006 
Census) and number of dwellings (Census 2006) to establish the amounts to be contributed by 
the SCRD, Town of Gibsons and District of Sechelt.  Under that model, the total annual cost for 
the SCRD is $23,203.  The total annual budget, including contributions from the District of 
Sechelt and Town of Gibsons, is $40,000.   
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1. Grant-in-Aid 
There is scope to increase the amount of money allocated to Grant in Aid function as 
the SCRD is well below the allowable requisition of up to 10 cents per $1000 of 
assessed value.  This would have taxation implications and would need to be 
considered within the context of amendment to the SCRD Budget. 

As discussed at previous SCRD Committee meetings, Grant-in-Aid is an alternative 
funding source for the SCRD.  If the funding source is Grant-in-Aid then an Electoral 
Area (EA) can choose not to participate.  Properties within the Islands Trust area are 
included in the Grant-in-Aid function. 

1a)  Equal Contribution from Electoral Areas 
The Board could decide to allocate the contribution based upon an equal amount from 
each EA.  With five EAs, the amount from each would be about $4640.  With four then 
the amount for each would be about $5800. 

1b)  Proportional Contribution from Electoral Area 
The following table sets out the apportionment based upon the previously agreed 
Blended Methodology (Attachment A).  Thus each EA contribution is calculated based 
upon its proportion derived from the blend. 

Table 1: Grant in Aid 

Proportional Contribution 
with All Electoral 

Areas 
Excluding 

Elphinstone 
    $40,000   $40,000 

Town of Gibsons 13% $5,294 13% $5,294 
District of Sechelt 29% $11,503 29% $11,503 
SCRD  58% $23,203 58% $23,203 
West Howe Sound (Area F) 12% $4,628 14% $5,617 
Elphinstone (Area E) 10% $4,180     

Roberts Creek (Area D) 11% $4,507 14% $5,564 
Halfmoon Bay (Area B) 11% $4,327 13% $5,284 
Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) 14% $5,562 17% $6,738 

Note: The figures are rounded to the nearest whole number.  If Area E is excluded 
then the Area E amount is apportioned amongst each other Electoral Area and 
not the Town or District. 

Staff note that the 2012 Budget did not make allowance for allocating funds from the 
Grants budget to this project.  The Board would therefore need to consider an 
amendment to the budget. 

In addition, the SCRD Rural Areas Grant-in-Aid policy sets a $5000 limit on any one 
grant; the contribution from Area A is above this limit if all EAs participate and all EAs 
exceed this if Elphinstone does not participate.  Thus the policy will need to be 
amended. 
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2. Rural Planning 
The current SCRD Budget, adopted on March 22, 2012, allocates funding to the 
Housing Committee through the Rural Planning budget and the amount allocated to 
each area is based upon assessed values.  Assessed values will fluctuate from year to 
year.  Thus the amount contributed by each Electoral Area will change over time. 

Based on the 2011 and 2012 Assessed Values the cost to each Electoral Area is: 

Table 2: Rural Planning 

Blended Methodology Taxation by Assessed Values  

 
2011 2012 

SCRD  

% of 
Assessed 

Value Amount 

% of 
Assessed 

Value Amount 

West Howe Sound (Area F) 22.11% $5,130 22.60% $5,244 
Elphinstone (Area E) 12.15% $2,819 12.06% $2,798 
Roberts Creek (Area D) 17.27% $4,007 17.36% $4,028 
Halfmoon Bay (Area B) 19.41% $4,504 19.18% $4,450 
Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) 29.06% $6,743 28.80% $6,682 
Total 

 
$23,203 

 
$23,203 

Note:  The Assessed Values, and the resulting proportion allocated to each Electoral 
Area, does not include properties within the Islands Trust area as they do not 
participate in Rural Planning. 

Unlike the Grant-in-Aid option, It is not possible to remove an EA from contributing to 
the Housing Committee if the funds come from the Rural Planning budget. 

3. Establishing a New Service 
This is not required to support the Sunshine Coast Housing Committee deliver its 
“strategy/policy” function.  There would be costs associated with establishing a new 
services resulting from staff time, legal and the approval process.   

There are two other options that staff examined, however these require other policies to be put 
in place and rely on the development industry and grant regimes that are outside of the SCRD’s 
control.  These are: 

4. Alternative Funding 
Funding could be secured by applications to funding agencies, such as BC Housing or 
the Real Estate Foundation.  The advantage is that it reduces the funding required from 
the local governments.  However the time taken to secure this is high and likely to 
require match funding.  This may be a route for the Committee to pursue once it is up 
and running but care needs to be taken to ensure that the Coordinator does not spend 
all their time fund raising for their own job and meeting funders reporting requirements.   

Another issue is the lack of certainty in grant regimes as funders priorities shift.  On this 
basis, the use of grants should only occur to supplement the committee if it takes on 
specific research/development of policy advice that would benefit from additional 
resources. 
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5. Developer Contribution 
This is the route Gibsons and Sechelt are likely to take as they have developed an 
affordable housing fund set up through developer contributions secured through 
rezoning that allow higher development density (amenity bonus).  This may be a route 
for the SCRD to take.  The SCRD would need to develop such a policy and include it in 
OCPs and zoning bylaws.  

Currently there is little developer demand leading to rezoning/OCP amendment 
applications within the Regional District to allow higher density.  Thus it may take time to 
generate sufficient funds.  This would make it difficult to rely on developer contributions 
to fund the committee. 

 
_____________________________ 
 
David Rafael, Senior Planner 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Blended Methodology 

 
Population % of $40,000 

 

Private 
Dwellings % of $40,000 

 
Number 

Total 
Pop Proportion 

 
Number 

Total 
Dwell Proportion 

Town of Gibsons 4,182 15.54% $6,216 
 

2,023 13.63% $5,452 

District of Sechelt 8,454 31.41% $12,565 
 

4,272 28.78% $11,513 

SCRD as a whole 14,276 53.05% $21,219 
 

8,548 57.59% $23,036 

West Howe Sound (Area F) 2,235 8.30% $3,322 
 

1,807 12.17% $4,870 

Elphinstone (Area E) 3,552 13.20% $5,279 
 

1,537 10.36% $4,142 

Roberts Creek (Area D) 3,307 12.29% $4,915 
 

1,579 10.64% $4,255 

Halfmoon Bay (Area B) 2,558 9.51% $3,802 
 

1,536 10.35% $4,139 

Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) 2,624 9.75% $3,900 
 

2,089 14.07% $5,630 

Total 26,912 
   

14,843 
  Source: 2006 Census 

    
Source: 2006 Census 

 

        

 
Assessed % of $40,000 

 

Blend of all 
three % of $40,000 

 
Value Total AV Proportion 

 
  

Total 
Cost Proportion 

Town of Gibsons $900,931,004 10.53% $4,213 
  

13.23% $5,294 

District of Sechelt $2,230,304,779 26.08% $10,431 
  

28.76% $11,503 

SCRD as a whole $5,421,664,497 63.39% $25,356 
  

58.01% $23,203 

West Howe Sound (Area F) $1,217,369,010 14.23% $5,693 
  

11.57% $4,628 

Elphinstone (Area E) $666,573,404 7.79% $3,117 
  

10.45% $4,180 

Roberts Creek (Area D) $930,351,321 10.88% $4,351 
  

11.27% $4,507 

Halfmoon Bay (Area B) $1,077,390,171 12.60% $5,039 
  

10.82% $4,327 

Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) $1,529,980,591 17.89% $7,155 
  

13.90% $5,562 

Total $8,552,900,280 
      Source: 2011 Assessed values (commercial and residential) 
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
  

 
DATE: April 3, 2012 
TO:  Planning and Development Committee –April 19, 2012 
FROM: Gregory Gebka, Planner - Planning & Development Division 
RE: Conditions of Development Permits & Development Variance Permits 

for Reporting and Protecting Archaeological Finds 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT the Planning and Development Committee receive the report dated April 3, 2012 
entitled “Conditions of Development Permits & Development Variance Permits for 
Reporting and Protecting Archaeological Finds”; 
 
AND THAT the following be included in the list of standard conditions in Development 
Permits and Development Variance Permits: 
 

Except as may be authorized by the Minister responsible for heritage conservation, no 

person may damage, alter, or remove from a site any object, artifact, feature, material or 

other physical evidence of unknown origin that may be protected under the Heritage 

Conservation Act.  In the event of finding a possible archaeological site or artifact 

immediately stop work and contact: 

 

(a) the Archaeology Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations; 

and 

 

(b) the Rights and Title Department, shíshálh Nation (604-740-5600) or the Land 

Management Division, Squamish Nation (604-982-0510). 

 

Either agency may require a heritage investigation be conducted by a qualified 

archaeologist to confirm the presence of an archaeological site. 

 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 

At its meeting of March 22nd, the Board adopted the following Planning and Development 
Committee recommendation: 

Recommendation No. 4   Archaeological Evidence Clause  

The Planning and Development Committee recommended that staff add a clause to the Development 
Permit and Development Variance Permit conditions, that should archaeological evidence be found the 
appropriate First Nation be informed; 

AND THAT the applicant may be required to do an archaeological assessment if requested by the First 
Nations; 

AND FURTHER THAT a draft report be brought back to the April 19, 2012 Planning and Development 
Committee setting out the standard conditions applied to Development and Development Variance 
Permits for consideration.  
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Recommendation No. 4 was adopted following consideration of a recent Development Variance 
Permit application.  This report provides further information and recommendations relating to 
procedures for protecting potential archaeological finds during construction authorized under 
either a Development Permit or Development Variance Permit. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Planning & Development staff routinely respond to applications for Development Permits and 
Development Variance Permits through an acknowledgement letter encouraging the applicant to 
contact either the shíshálh Nation or Squamish Nation for information concerning the possibility 
of conducting an archaeological assessment of the site.  Property owners are reminded of their 
responsibilities under the Heritage Conservation Act to protect such sites and artifacts.  
Applicants are also made aware of any known archaeological sites on a property that is subject 
to a Development Permit or Development Variance Permit application.    
 
Aside from information disseminated through acknowledgement letters, Development Permits 
and Development Variance Permits are sometimes issued with a ‘prior to’ condition requiring a 
preliminary field reconnaissance be conducted by the shíshálh Nation, usually due to the 
proximity of a previously identified archaeological site.  In specific cases, permit conditions have 
required the applicant commission a full-scale archaeological assessment, with findings to be 
reviewed with the shíshálh Nation. 
 
Often, but not always, Development Permits and Development Variance Permits are issued with 
a general condition, to “immediately contact the Archaeology Branch, Ministry of Small 
Business, Tourism and Culture in the event that archaeological deposits are encountered on the 
lands during demolition and excavation.” 
 
The Ministry of Small Business, Tourism and Culture no longer exists.  The Archaeological 
Branch has been moved to the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations.  A 
general condition outlining immediate steps following discovery of a potential archaeological site 
or artifact should apply universally, regardless of the type of development – be it land alteration, 
construction or vegetation removal.  The condition should direct the applicant to both the 
provincial agency responsible for archaeological sites and to the appropriate First Nation, 
depending on location: 
 

Except as may be authorized by the Minister responsible for heritage conservation, no person 
may damage, alter, or remove from a site any object, artifact, feature, material or other physical 
evidence of unknown origin that may be protected under the Heritage Conservation Act.  In the 
event of finding a possible archaeological site or artifact immediately stop work and contact: 
 
(c) the Archaeology Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations; and 

 
(d) the Rights and Title Department, shíshálh Nation (604-740-5600) or the Land Management 

Division, Squamish Nation (604-982-0510). 
 
Either agency may require a heritage investigation be conducted by a qualified archaeologist to 
confirm the presence of an archaeological site. 
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Shíshálh Nation staff and local Archaeologist, Peter Merchant were asked for any comments 
and suggestions on the draft condition; however, none were received at the time of writing this 
report.  The above condition could form part of a list of general permit conditions.  A list of 
common ‘standard’ permit conditions is enclosed as Attachment ‘A’. 

 
 
___________________________ 
 
Gregory Gebka, Planner 
Planning & Development Division 
 
Attachment 
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Examples of General Permit Conditions 

 
 

(1) Conform to the plans prepared by ______________, dated _____, attached to and 
forming part of this permit as Appendix A; 
 

(2) Adhere to the guidelines and recommendations in the report prepared by 
___________________, dated _________, attached to and forming part of this 
permit as Appendix B; 

 
(3) No further land alteration is permitted within the Streamside Protection and 

Enhancement Area (SPEA); 
 

(4) The owner is responsible for ensuring that all construction and works carried out 
under this permit are on the owner’s land subject to this permit; 

 
(5) Arrange a site inspection by a qualified geotechnical engineer and qualified 

environmental professional (QEP) during foundation preparation, the results of 
which are to be submitted to the Regional District at that time; 

 
(6) Provide a final letter from the qualified environmental professional (QEP) confirming 

that all construction is consistent with best management practices  and with the 
attached RAR report, to the satisfaction of the Regional District prior to final building 
inspection under the Building Permit; 

 
(7) Provide  a final letter from the geotechnical engineer confirming that all 

construction is consistent with standard engineering practice and with the attached 
geotechnical report , to the satisfaction of the Regional District prior to final 
inspection for the development, which is the subject of this Development Permit; 

 
(8) Post a waterproof copy of the permit (8.5" x 11" minimum) on the development site 

for the duration of construction. 
 

(9) If the development permitted by this permit does not commence within one (1) year 
of the date of this permit, this permit shall lapse. 

 
(10) The development is to be completed within four (4) years; 

 
 
 

 
ATTACHMENT ‘A’ 
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE:  March 27, 2012 

TO:  Planning and Development Committee – April 19, 2012 

FROM:  Kyle Hillman – Planning Technician 

RE:   Highway Frontage Requirement – 3249 & 3237 Crystal Road, Roberts Creek 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 

1. THAT the report, “Highway Frontage Requirement – 3249 & 3237 Crystal Road, 
Roberts Creek” and dated March 27, 2012 be received; 
 

2. AND THAT with respect to subdivision application MOTI File #2010-03718 (Gordon for 
Whittall), for Lot A, Block 2, District Lot 3377, Plan 20175, located at 3249 & 3237 
Crystal Road, Roberts Creek, BC, the requirement for 10% parcel frontage on a 
highway under Section 944 of the Local Government Act be waived and forwarded to 
the Board for approval.  

 
 
BACKGROUND  
 
Section 944 of the Local Government Act requires that all newly created lots have a minimum 
10% parcel frontage onto a highway unless otherwise waived by local government. This 
requirement must be waived for the subdivision to proceed due to the panhandle design of 
proposed Lot 2.  
 
The subdivision application was made in June 2010 and the Preliminary Layout Approval (PLA) 
was issued in October 2011. One of the remaining conditions of the PLA is to receive the 10% 
parcel frontage waiver.  
 
This application was made pursuant to Section 946 of the Local Government Act, subdivision to 
provide residence for a relative, which permits subdivision to create a residence for a relative 
where the proposed parcel sizes do not meet the density requirements established in the 
zoning, provided the applicant has owned the property for at least 5 years.  
 
DISCUSSION  
 
This application is for a two lot subdivision (see Attachment A), 0.773 hectares and 1.09 
hectares in area.  Ordinarily, the minimum size parcel that may be created in the G subdivision 
district is 1.75 hectares, however, a Section 946 subdivision (residence for relative) permits 
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consideration of a subdivision with reduced minimum lot sizes. The SCRD amended the zoning 
bylaws in October, 2011 to permit a maximum size reduction of up to 20 percent for a 
residence for relative subdivision, however this subdivision application was made prior to the 
adoption of this zoning bylaw amendment.  The applicant has been informed that there is a one 
year period to complete the subdivision from the date of adoption of the SCRD residence for 
relative bylaw amendment. 
 
There is one dwelling located on each of the proposed lots, as well as several auxiliary buildings.  
A covenant will be required limiting each lot to a maximum of one single family dwelling per lot, 
with a maximum of three bedrooms each.   
 
Preliminary layout approval has been issued by the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure and therefore the Ministry has accepted the access points to Crystal Road.  A 
covenant prohibiting further access to Crystal Road is also a requirement.  
 
The application was considered by the Roberts Creek APC in August, 2010 and there were no 
objections to the proposed layout.  The Planning and Development Division is in support of the 
proposed subdivision. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Planning staff recommend that the SCRD Board waive the Section 944 Local Government Act 
requirement for 10% parcel frontage on a highway for the subject subdivision application. 
 
 
 
____________________________ 
Kyle Hillman – Planning Technician 
kyle.hillman@scrd.ca 
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION MONTHLY REPORT 
FOR March 2012 

 
1. Development Control 

 
A. Please refer to the attached tables titled SCRD Subdivision and Development Activity and 

SCRD Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity for a summary of development activities. 
 
B. Crown Land/Foreshore, Water Licence Application Referrals, Pesticide Use 

Application Referrals, UREP referrals. 
 
Two new referrals were received. 
 
Electoral Area B 
 
2410710 (Powell for Holland) for a Private Moorage in Wood Bay, Halfmoon Bay 
 
2410050 Tyson Creek Hydro Corp for road permit to support development of the Tyson 
Creek Hydro Project to replace the temporary permit that was issued in 2010. 
 
Two new Crown Pre-Applications were received: 
 
Electoral Area B 
 
By Corman on DL 1427 for a Private Moorage in Halfmoon Bay 
 
By Mulligan on DL 1582 for a Private Moorage in Halfmoon Bay 
 

C. Governmental Referrals (District of Sechelt / Town of Gibsons / Islands Trust) 
 
No new referrals were received. 
 

 
D.  Agricultural Land Commission Applications 

 
No new applications were received. 
 
On-Going Applications 

 
Electoral Area D 
 
ALR Application D-53 by Mr. Youngman for Subdivision within the ALR.  This application 
will be sent to the ALC for consideration in April.  
 
ALR Application D-57 by Mr. and Mrs. Walker for Inclusion in the ALR. This application 
will be sent to the ALC for consideration in April.  

 
E. Subdivision Activity 

Four new applications were received: 
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Area B 
Two lot subdivision by Theed for Richmond at 8613 Redrooffs Road, Halfmoon Bay.  This 
application is to unhook a parcel across a road.  Staff awaiting referral from MOTI. 
 
Area D 
 
MOTI # 2012-00965 Two lot subdivision by Morrissey at 2284 Pixton Road, Roberts 
Creek.  Staff awaiting covenant registration to complete rezoning to permit subdivision. 
 
MOTI # 2012-00944 Two lot subdivision by Kidd at 1041 Firburn Road, Roberts Creek.  
Staff awaiting covenant registration to complete rezoning to permit subdivision. 
 
Area E 
 
MOTI # 2012-01026  Two lot subdivision by Twohig at 123 Swallow Road, Elphinstone.  
This application was referred to the APC in March.  Comments will be sent to MOTI in 
April. 
 
One revised application was received: 
 
Area A 
 
MOTI #2011-04679 for a three lot subdivision by Hammond at Lot 4 Irvines Landing Road, 
Pender Harbour.  The new subdivision plan proposes a 3 lot subdivision without park 
dedication. 
 

F.  Development Variance Permits 

On-Going Applications 
 
Electoral Area A 
 
337.124 (Sanders) located at 4820 Francis Peninsula Road, to vary setback to the ocean 
to allow a deck extension. Waiting for issuance of permit, pending confirmation of Release 
of Crown Covenant off title. Release of Covenant for signatures sent to MoTI March 22, 
2012.   
 
Electoral Area B 
 
310.162 (Engelland) located at 5421 Sans Souci Road, Halfmoon Bay to construct a new 
retaining wall. The permit was approved in principle in March, subject to input from the 
shíshálh Nation. 
 

 
G. Board of Variance Applications 

 
One new application was received in March. 

 
Area B 
 
The Infrastructure Services Department applied to the Board of Variance to enable an 
addition to a sewage treatment plant in Halfmoon Bay at the corner of Curran Road and 
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Jorgensen Drive.  The requested setback reduction is from 5 metres to 0.7 metres of the 
front property line.  The setback request was made as every effort was made to ensure 
the full 15 metre setback to the watercourse on site.  It was preferred to seek a parcel line 
setback reduction over a watercourse setback reduction.  
 

H. Building Permits 
 
Staff reviewed 15 building permit applications in March to confirm Zoning Bylaw and 
Official Community Plan compliance.  

 
I. Development Permits 

 
One new application was received. 
 
Area B 
B-52 (Corman) located at 8987 Noble Road, Halfmoon Bay, for demolition of a building 
within a Riparian Assessment Area.  Staff are awaiting additional information.  This permit 
was received in March.  
 

 
J. Bylaws 

 
On-Going Applications  
 
Electoral Areas B to F 
 
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 310.143, SCRD bylaw to propose amending Bylaw 310 to 
establish all of Electoral Areas B to F as areas where the Board may consider issuing a 
temporary use permit.  Report considered at March PDC and additional information sent 
to APCs.  Amendments to Bylaw 522 proposed and will be considered at April PDC. 
 
Electoral Areas B to F 
 
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 310.139, SCRD bylaw to propose amending the definition of 
floor area with respect to enclosed garages.  Report considered at March PDC.  Bylaw 
received 1st reading. 
 
Electoral Area A  
 
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 337.101 (Klasen for Newton) for a tourist accommodation on 
an island near Hardy Island.  February Board directed staff to draft letter for March PDC 
review outlining the conditions to be met, report prepared for March PDC.  Staff presented 
requirement to applicant and the information is being gathered and will be reported to a 
future PDC. 
 
Electoral Area B 
 
OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 325.20 and 310.137 (Brown) for 5322 
Backhouse Road to permit a two-lot subdivision.  Staff responded to MoTI regarding 
subdivision application.  Report will be drafted for April PDC regarding referrals and 
access. 
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OCP and Zoning Amendment Bylaw Nos. 320.21 and 310.142 (Gidora) for 8066 & 8070 
Redrooffs Road regarding sale of poultry and eggs.  Staff report considered at the 
February APC and AAC.  Gidoras have withdrawn their application and will reduce the 
number of hens, remove the rooster and no longer sell eggs.  A development variance 
permit may still be required for the coop.  Staff will meet with the Gidoras and prepare a 
report for future APC/PDC.  Staff will inform the APC and AAC.  Staff also informed the 
neighbours who raised concerns about the operation. 
 
Electoral Area D 
 
OCP Amendment Bylaw 375.11 and Zoning Bylaw 310.135 (Morrissey and others) to 
allow 12 lots to subdivide.  Covenants drafted for each property owner. 
 
Electoral Area E 
 
OCP / Zoning Amendment Bylaw nos. 600.3 and 310.140 (Celebration House).  Rezoning 
to permit Public Assembly.  Report considered at March PDC and Board resolution is for a 
site specific amendment to OCP to allow consideration of a TUP. 
 
Electoral Area F 
 
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 310.141 Implementation of the West Howe Sound Official 
Community Plan was granted first reading in January.  Referrals responses from agencies 
were received in March, no concerns or objections were noted.  Planning staff plan to 
appear at the West Howe Sound Community Association meeting in April.  
 

K. Tree Cutting Permits 
 
No new applications were received. 

 
L. Strata Conversion Applications 
 

No new applications were received. 
 
Ongoing Applications 
 
Electoral Area B 
 
SC B-2 (Zanen) located at 8039/8041 Wildwood Road, Halfmoon Bay.  Staff are awaiting 
additional information. 
 

2. Long Range Planning and Major Projects  
 
(A) Agricultural Area Plan Stage I – Background Report: 

Staff are preparing the Terms of Reference and a Request for Proposal to begin 
advertising for the project in April/May.   
 

(B) Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan –The Halfmoon Bay Community forum was held 
March 10th at the elementary school.  There were an estimated 110-120 people in 
attendance and good reviews were received about the quality of the meeting.  The 
advisory group met on March 14th to re-cap and the meeting.  Since then planning staff 
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have been compiling the results of the workbooks and will be providing a summary to the 
advisory group in early April.  

 
(C) Roberts Creek OCP – Advisory Group met in March to plan for public meeting scheduled 

for April 1. Staff and Area Director carried out publicity campaign for the meeting.  
Displays and documents prepared.  The meeting had 100 members of the public attend 
and there was a lively discussion.  A video of the second discussion session is available 
on the SCRD YouTube site at:  

http://youtu.be/aVhquQMWMgE 
 

(D) Zoning Bylaw No. 310 review – staff continued its staff work group review of a draft new 
zoning bylaw to replace Zoning Bylaw No. 310.  Staff also met again with the AAC on 
March 27th to further discuss a newly drafted agricultural zone to replace the existing 
‘RU3’ zone, and potential new agricultural land use regulations within other zones. 

 
(E) BC Timber Sales Meeting - Staff met Feb 29th with BCTS staff to discuss several issues. 
 

3. Other 
 

(A) Roberts Creek Pathway and Streetscape Improvements – Staff continued to meet with 
community representatives to develop a landscape plan, and in liaising with the contractor 
during construction. 

 
(B) Staff provided a report to the April PDC regarding the sale of medical marijuana and the 

Health Canada Licences available. 
 
(C) Staff made an application for funding for wage subsidy for a Bear Aware Coordinator for 

the summer of 2012.  The Province will notify the SCRD if funding is approved. 
 

(D) Emergency Planning Event – several members of the Planning and Development 
participated in the training event on March 14.   
 

(E) RCMP Meeting – Staff arranged and attended a presentation on Crime Prevention 
through Environmental Design on March 30. 
 

(F) Technical Working Group – Staff arranged a TWG meeting attended by District of Sechelt, 
Town of Gibsons, MoTI, DFO, Vancouver Coastal Health on March 1. 

 
 
 
______________________________ 
Steven Olmstead, 
General Manager of Planning and Development Division 
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BYLAW AMENDMENTS RECEIVED

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2011
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD YTD

Zoning Amendments 
310 6 5 12 6 7 2
337 8 3 6 1 2 2

OCP Amendments
West Howe Sound 1 0 0 0 1 0
Elphinstone 1 0 2 0 1 0
Roberts Creek 1 0 2 0 1 1
Halfmoon Bay 1 0 2 0 2 1
Egmont/Pender Hrbr 3 2 5 0 0 0
Hillside 1 0 0 0 0 0
Twin Creeks 0 0 0 1 0 0

Totals 22 10 29 8 14 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5

DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMITS AND BOARD OF VARIANCE ORDERS RECEIVED

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2011
YTD Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD YTD

Bylaw 310 7 3 13 14 10 3
Bylaw 337 8 5 7 7 9 1 1

Totals 15 8 20 21 19 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

DEVELOPMENT PERMITS RECEIVED

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2011
YTD Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD YTD

West Howe Sound 3 4 7 6 2 8 1 1 1
Elphinstone 6 4 6 5 4 2 1 1
Roberts Creek 3 8 12 5 10 10 1 3 4 1
Halfmoon Bay 4 7 3 8 10 6 1 1
Egmont/Pender Hrbr 3 4 5 2 5 5 0 2

Totals 16 23 33 26 31 29 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2011
YTD Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD YTD

West Howe Sound 44 38 29 45 37 35 0 1 1 2 3
Elphinstone 75 58 44 45 49 44 2 5 4 11 2
Roberts Creek 57 68 59 54 71 56 3 2 1 6 2
Halfmoon Bay 83 86 61 62 70 64 5 6 4 15 6
Egmont-Pender Hrbr 111 153 93 117 105 70 4 8 5 17 4

370 403 286 323 332 269 14 22 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 17

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012
YTD Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD

West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek 1 1
Halfmoon Bay 4 4
Egmont-Pender Hrbr 3 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

Year

Official Community Plan

Electoral Area

Totals

Crown Land Permit Applications

Year

Year

Bylaw Amended

Official Community Plan

Totals

Zoning Bylaw
Year

BUILDING PERMIT REVIEW 
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Electoral 2008 2009 2010 2011 Electoral 2008 2009 2010 2011
Area TOTAL February YTD Area TOTAL February YTD

A 12 8 4 8 A 55 20 8 16
B 2 3 4 1 B 7 7 13 2
D 5 3 8 5 D 15 14 24 12
E 4 2 3 8 E 10 6 8 15
F 6 5 3 0 1 1 F 42 34 5 0 2 2

Totals 29 21 22 22 1 1 Totals 129 81 58 45 2

Subdivision Application Fees Collected Subdivisions Receiving Final SCRD Approval
Year Amount Collected Electoral 2010 2011 2012
2008 Area February YTD
2009 A 5 3
2010 B 2 1
2011 D 2 3 1 1
2012 E 0 4 1 1
 YTD F 1 3 1

Totals 10 14 2 3

Electoral 2008 2009 2010 2011 Electoral 2008 2009 2010 2011
Area TOTAL February YTD Area TOTAL February YTD

A $16,875 A
B B      
D $32,500 D
E $29,000 E  0.985  
F $49,600 $77,500 F

Totals $49,600 $139,000 $16,875 $0 $0 $0 Totals 0 0.985 0 0 0 0

Electoral 2008 2009 2010 2011 Electoral 2008 2009 2010 2011
Area TOTAL February YTD Area TOTAL February YTD

A $2,000 A $66,500
B $6,000 $6,000 B
D $4,900 $12,250 $2,450 $12,250 $2,450 $2,450 D
E $24,900 $7,350 E $2,450
F $4,900 $2,450 $34,300 $2,450 $29,400 $29,400 F $2,450

Totals $9,800 $39,600 $42,750 $30,050 $31,850 $31,850 Totals $66,500 $0 $2,450 $2,450 $0 $0
* Does not include District of Sechelt. * Does not include District of Sechelt.

Development Cost Charges Collected From Building Permits Strata Conversion Applications Reviewed
& Subdivision - District of Sechelt Electoral 2010 2011

Year Subdivision Building Permits Totals Area February YTD
2007 A 1
2008 B 1 1
2009 D 1
2010 E

September F 1
2011 Totals 4 1 0 0

Electoral 2009 2010 2011
Area February YTD Subdivision Exclusion Non-Farm

A 1
B
D 2 2
E 1 1
F

Totals 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 0

Year

Year

Fees Received For Money In Lieu Of Park Dedication
Year

$31,489.00
$15,455.00
$22,165.00
$19,947.00
$865.00
$865.00

2012

Lands Received as Park Dedication (Hectares)
Year

2012

Development Cost Charges Collected From Subdivision* 

$0

$341,320

2012

$241,200

$5,600
$97,350

Proposed # of Parcels Through Subdivision Application Reviewed*

2012 2012

Subdivision Applications Received By Area*
Year

$101,100

Development Cost Charges Collected From Building Permits* 

$34,650

2012
ALR Applications Reviewed

$21,450
$118,800

$37,400 $107,251
$21,450

2012

Year

2012

$0 $0 $0
$0 $0

$69,851
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
   

DATE: April 4, 2012. 
TO:  Planning & Development Committee Meeting April 19, 2012. 
FROM: Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager 
RE:  Building Department Statistics for March 2012 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends  to the SCRD Board that the 
Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding Building Division Statistics, for March 2012 
be received.  
 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
Building activity by area has been tracked and reported on the attached VADIM report 
for the month of March.  
 
Area A was the most active with the issuance of 10 building permits, 4 if which were for 
Single Family Dwellings. 
 
Construction values and permit revenues were slightly higher than values for March last 
year.  
 
Respectfully submitted,    for Peter Longhi 
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT BP5700 Page: 1
Date: Apr 02, 2012 lime: 9:57 am

Permit Type: All Status Code: ISSUED
District: All Year: 2012
Area: All Areas Period: 3 To 3

BUILDING DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT
For the Month of: March 2012

Three Year Construction Type Comparison
Work Code DescriptIon 2012 2011 2010

ADDITIONANDALTERATION 9 4 14
WOODSTOVE/CHIMNEY 0 0 0
AUXILIARY DWELLING 0 0 0
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION 1 1 1
DEMOLITION 0 1 2
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING 0 0 0
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 0 0 0
MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS 0 0 0
NEW CONSTRUCTION 0 0 0
SWIMMING POOL 0 0 0
plumbing fixtures only for SFD 0 0 0
PERMIT RENEWAL 0 0 0
SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING 8 9 11
SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING 0 0 0
Special Inspection 0 0 0
TEMPORARY PERMIT 0 0 0
TENANT IMPROVEMENT 0 0 0
UPGRADE 0 0 1
RETAINING WALL 3 0 3
WOOD STOVE/ CHIMNEY 0 0 0
AUXILIARY BUILDING 5 7 7
CHANGE OF USE 0 0 1

Total Permits: 26 22 40

Total Billings: I/.4L,
j, 33,829.50 49,893.75

Total Project Values: $ 3,833,000.00 $ 3,533,600.00 $ 6,723,000.00

Cumulative Values: $ 8,061,389.00 $ 10,403,100.00 $ 15,592,530.00

District Breakdown
District Name Total Number of Permits Total Billings Total Project Values

AreaA 10 16,181.00 1,607,000.00
AREA B 5 2,282.00 152,000.00
Area D 2 8,637.00 1,040,000.00
Area E 5 10,074.50 959,000.00
AREA F 3 532.00 15,000.00
Sechelt Indian Government District 1 864.00 60,000.00

Grand Totals: 26 $ $ 3,833,000.00

Rate Breakdown

Rate Name Total Number of Permits Using Rates Rate Total Billings

APPLICATION FEE 26 5,320.00
APPLICATION PAYMENT 25 -5,320.00
BUILDING PERMIT OFFICE EXPENSE 24 48.00
CIVIC ADDRESS 6 1050.00
SUBSOIL DRAINAGE 12 680.00
MICROFILMING 25 978.00
PENALTY 3 226.00
COMMERCIAL BUILDING PERMIT 1 739.00
PLUMBING FIXTURES 13 2,059.00
RESIDENTIAL PERMIT 25 31,763.50115



BUILDING DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT
For the Month of: March 2012

Rate Breakdown

Rate Name Total Number of Permits Using Rates Rate Total Billings

TITLE SEARCH 23 207.00

WOOD BURNING APPLIANCE! CHIMNEY 7 900.00

REFUND APPLICATION FEE 20 -80.00

Grand Total: $ 38,570.50

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

Permit Type: All
District: All
Area: All Areas

BP5700 Page : 2
Date: Apr 02, 2012 Time: 9:58 am

Status Code:
Year:
Period:

ISSUED
2012
3 To 3
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 2012
DOG CONTROL OFFICER

MONTHLY REPORT 

B D E F S

January 1 1 2 0 0 7 2 1 0 10

February 0 1 1 0 6 5 3 1 2 17

March 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 2 7

April 0 0

May 0 0

June 0 0

July 0 0

August 0 0

September 0 0

October 0 0

November 0 0

December 0 0

Year Totals: 1 3 4 0 6 13 6 5 4 34

FILE 
TOTAL 

NEW FILES BY AREARETURNED 
TO OWNER

DOGS 
IMPOUNDED

DOG 
TOTAL 

TRANSFER 
TO SPCA
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  BYLAW ENFORCEMENT
2012 QUARTERLY REPORT

FILES BY AREA 
Month Totals A B D E F
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New Closed Ongoing
12/31/2011 10 5 0 2 4 21
January 0 2 8 0 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 3 3 6 18
February 2 2 8 1 2 3 5 0 6 0 1 1 1 1 3 9 6 21
March 0 0 8 3 1 5 1 3 4 1 1 1 3 2   8 7 22
1st Quarter 2 4 8 4 4 5 8 4 4 2 3 1 4 4 0 20 19 22
Year to Date 2 4 8 4 4 5 8 4 4 2 3 1 4 4 0 20 19 22

April 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
May 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
June 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
2nd Quarter 0 0 8 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 22
Year to Date 2 4 8 4 4 5 8 4 4 2 3 1 4 4 0 20 19 22

July 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
August 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
September 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
3rd Quarter 0 0 8 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 22
Year to Date 2 4 8 4 4 5 8 4 4 2 3 1 4 4 0 20 19 22

October 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
November 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
December 8 5 4 1 0 0 0 22
4th Quarter 0 0 8 0 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 22
Year Total 2 4 8 4 4 5 8 4 4 2 3 1 4 4 0 20 19 22
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Agricultural Advisory Committee 
March 27, 2012   3:30 pm 

Minutes of the meeting held in the Cedar Room of the Sunshine Coast Regional District Offices,  
1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC 

 

Present:  Dale Peterson (Chair), Betty Hart, Gerald Rainville, Jon Bell, Margrett George, Peter Doig, 
Frank Roosen, Lynda Chamberlin, Dave Ryan, Martin Kiewitz, Nicole Huska, Ray Moscrip 

Regrets:  Chris Hergesheimer, Catherine Abbott 

Also present:  Steve Olmstead, General Manager of Planning and Development 
  Lesley‐Ann Staats, Planning Technician 
  Gregory Gebka, Planner 

  Diane Corbett, Recorder 
 

Call to order  3:30 pm 
 
1. Agenda  The agenda was adopted as circulated. 
 
2. Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes 

 
The meeting minutes of January 24 and February 28, 2012 were adopted as circulated. 

 
3. Business Arising From Minutes and Unfinished Business 

 
3.1 Discussion of AAC Draft Response to “We Envision” Sustainability Plan 

The Agricultural Advisory Committee agreed by consensus that the draft AAC response as 
written should be submitted to Julie Clarke for the “We Envision” Sustainability Plan. 

 
3.2 Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Comments 

The new draft Roberts Creek OCP has entered the public comment period and will hold a 
public open house on Sunday April 1, 10:00am to 2:30pm. AAC members were urged to 
view the draft OCP and submit feedback. 

 
4. New Business 

 
4.1 Possible New Regulations for Agriculture and Related Food Production – Electoral Areas B to F – 

Steve Olmstead, Greg Gebka and Lesley‐Ann Staats 
a. Planning staff has been tasked to develop a true agriculture zone, the A Zone, that is more 

aligned with the purposes of the Agricultural Land Reserve, making sure agriculture is the 
paramount use in this area, and allowing for accessory uses that may support agriculture 
and farming. The A zone has been proposed to replace the RU3 (Rural Three) Zone. Staff has 
also been looking at how agriculture fits into other zones, and how to promote agriculture 
more than is done now.  

b. Funding for the Agricultural Area Plan, a forward‐looking type of planning process to set a 
direction on policy and initiatives, was approved and recently confirmed. A Request for 
Proposals for phase one will start within the next few weeks, with the deliverable for this 
stage by the end of the calendar year. 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c. Following up from discussion at the last meeting, Planning staff provided information and 
discussion ensued on: Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) regulations pertaining to 
residential use in the Agricultural Land Reserve; a comparison between the RU3 zone and 
the A Zone; and proposed new uses in the A Zone. Topics discussed included: 

• Definition of transition house 
• Relationship between ALC regulations and municipal/regional regulations  
• Setbacks 
• RU3 Zone 
• Regulations on additional residences for farm help in the ALR 
• Uses in the A Zone 

d. There was consensus that the Committee was not opposed to agritourism, a newly 
introduced use permitted in the proposed A Zone. It was noted there are a range of possible 
uses and scales of use in agritourism. Overnight accommodation was discussed. Any lot that 
is allowed a dwelling under SCRD zoning can have 2 guest rooms per dwelling for bed and 
breakfast. Under provincial regulations for agritourism, there can be up to 10 units on 
bonafide farms; this is not included in the draft A Zone. The new zone excludes camping. 

e. Staff proposed to meet with the Agricultural Advisory Committee over the next two to three 
meetings to discuss the agriculture regulations. 

f. A subcommittee was formed (Gerald Rainville, Dale Peterson, Dave Ryan, Jon Bell, Margrett 
George) to meet with planning staff . 
 
Recommendation No. 1  Horse riding, training or boarding facility in ALR 
 
That staff investigates regulations limiting to 100 square metres the size of building for a 
horse riding, training or boarding facility on ALR land.    (BH opposed: needs to be tied to 
the size of the property) 

 
Actions:   

• Staff will: provide mapping of RU3 lot sizes and locations; show uses in RU3 Zone 
and proposed A Zone; get ALC definition of transition house. 

• The subcommittee will meet with Planning staff to discuss agritourism, the draft A 
Zone and other potential regulations, and report back at next committee meeting.  

 
4.2 Investment Agriculture Foundation Media Release of March 14, 2012 

The media release regarding funding for new projects was received for information. 
 

4.3 Agricultural Area Plan (AAP) Hiring Process 
Chris Hergesheimer was selected to represent the AAC in the Agricultural Area Plan hiring 
process. Margrett George was selected as the alternate AAC representative. Peter Doig 
declared a potential conflict of interest in any future discussions of the Agricultural Area 
Plan hiring process as the company he works for does Agricultural Area planning. 

 
5. Next Meeting    Tuesday, April 24, 2012 at 3:30 at SCRD Cedar Room 
 
Adjournment  5:34 pm 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NATURAL RESOURCES ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES 
Wednesday, March 28, 2012, 7:00 pm 

Rockwood Lodge, Sechelt, BC 
 

Present:  Bill Henderson (Chair), Mike Latimer, Brett McGillivray, Dianne Sanford, Marina Stjepovic, Nicol 
Warn, and Jan Williams 

Also Present:  Diedra Goodwin (Recording Secretary)  
Regrets:  Dan Bouman, Sophie Hsia, and Dane Charboneau 
Absent:  Paul van Poppelen 
 
CALL TO ORDER 7:05 pm 
1. AGENDA 
1.1 Adoption of the Agenda with these additions: 
Notice of resignation from the Recording Secretary:  this is my last meeting and once the minutes are      

completed and submitted that will end my participation in NRAC. 
Bill on run of river 
Dianne on aquaculture and proposed changes to Fisheries Act 
 

2. MINUTES 
Natural Resources Advisory Committee Minutes, January 25, 2012 were accepted as circulated. 

 

3.  NEW BUSINESS 
Changes to Aquaculture Management in British Columbia - Questionnaire  
 
RECOMMENDATION: That local government have a meeting with DFO as soon as possible about the issue 
of aquaculture.  It is important to quickly determine what is intended.  NRAC would be happy to participate 
in such meeting. 
 
DISCUSSION:   
Introducing Atlantic Salmon to our coast is not a good idea.  There is a history of extensive problems with 
salmon farming on the coast.  Fin fish farming pollutes the water for shell fish farming, and these industries 
are not compatible in our waters.  Sechelt Inlet has proven to be problematic for finfish farming. 

Non-tenured Japanese oyster harvesting: The province has identified 45 beaches for shellfish harvesting.  
Beaches proposed for oyster harvesting are mostly in the Powell River area, at least four are on Texada, and 
others, for example Killam Bay, are in our area.  Commercial harvesters can clear beaches very quickly and 
leave little behind, except disturbance to the beach.   

If, as is likely, DFO budgets are cut further, there will be even less monitoring of these operations.  

 

Integrated Management of Aquaculture Plans (IMAPs) 

We appreciate and endorse Staff’s comments of March 19 on Changes to Aquaculture Management in BC – 
Questionaire. 

COMMENTS: 
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Question 1:  How would this process be handled?  Will it be a community process that every stakeholder 
group can participate in?  Will it be structured by DFO?  To what extent would this management framework 
be constrained by existing aquaculture structures? 

Most meetings are scheduled during working hours.  Participation of working people who are active in NGOs 
and other stakeholder groups would be enhanced by scheduling meetings on weekends and evenings. The 
question of who would best facilitate the meetings was raised. It was suggested that the stakeholders be 
brought on board as early as possible in the process. 

Question 2a:  Initial meetings should be in-person discussions, and in general we agree with the Staff 
response.  We would like to see a mechanism for feedback to contributors and interested stakeholders, 
including progress reports, policy suggestions, and meaningful responses to input. 

Question 2b:  We agree with Staff comments, but would like to see some feedback or result of the meetings. 

Agendas and summaries of technical meetings should be made available on-line. 

Question 3 Point 3:  raises the question of what science will inform these answers.  Answers to key questions 
require baseline as well as follow-up scientific studies.   We are not starting with a clean slate in aquaculture 
management.  Some scientific information is available based on past and current situations.  What regulations 
are required to mitigate future environmental damage and address past damage?  For instance, we would 
recommend that any proposals for ocean-based salmon fish farming be disallowed, only allowing contained 
land based salmon farming. 

Question 3c:  We agree with the Staff comments. 

Question 4:  We agree with Staff comments (as pertaining to aquaculture).  More local government input and 
control is desirable, but how might this be applied in the context of federal management?  How would local 
governments fund these activities?   

The Sechelt nation has a land use plan for this entire region.  Does this include the foreshore and oceans? 

Question 5:  The local government has studies for Sechelt Inlet, conducted in 1984 and 1990.   

Question 5c:  We agree with Staff comments.  Where do agencies such as the Public Health Agency of 
Canada, Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Centre for Disease Control, and BC health authorities fit into 
IMAP?    

Question 6:  Regarding water quality, we do not currently have adequate baseline information.   

Of serious concern are the issues of regulation and frequency of inspections; public access to information 
from inspections; water quality management; sewage, waste and mort handling and disposal; disease 
monitoring; public access to sites; feed sources; use of lights and resulting light pollution and disturbance to 
the public; use of sound devices; quarantine measures for farmed species and/or their eggs; attractants and 
repellents at the sites; impingement of aquaculture-related activities and practices on wildlife; use of 
medications; desertions and disbanding of sites; entrapment of wild species in harvest of product; deleterious 
affects resulting from escapees; impacts on wild biota; introduction of foreign species; genetic mixing of 
farmed with wild stock. 

Land based aquaculture would require unique considerations and regulations, e.g. sewage disposal. 
DFO needs to be empowered to monitor the industry adequately and responsibly.  Budget cuts to DFO are 
concerning.  Industry should not be in charge of governing itself. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  

The Regional District should have assurance from DFO that there can be redress for violations of land use 
related to aquaculture.  The SCRD should attempt to ensure that there are adequate resources to monitor sites 
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and enforce regulations.  An overseer in the SCRD could be tasked with alerting the appropriate Federal or 
Provincial agencies of the need to take action. 

We would like the SCRD to ask DFO:  How does the general public benefit from aquaculture?  Who does 
benefit?  What trade-offs are considered to be acceptable with regard to the health of wild species and the 
environment generally? to the fishing industry that depends on these? to public use and enjoyment of 
Canadian waters and their natural resources?  

Operators who benefit from aquaculture should be responsible for funding the costs of independent 
environmental and operational monitoring. 
 
4.  DIANNE’S REPORT 
Aquaculture licencing changes 
Dianne attended the local stakeholders meeting for aquaculture licensing changes. Everything must be 
licensed.   
Eel grass  
Dianne reported on results of recent eel grass plantings.  It was discovered that even disturbance from diver’s 
flippers could dislodge the previously planted eel grass from the soft substrate, and that substantial anchors 
are needed to allow the plants to root in. 
 
5.  The Recording Secretary was thanked for her service. 
 
6.  NEXT MEETINGS:   
 
The 2012 meeting schedule is May 23, July 25, September 26, and November 28    All meetings are at 7:00 
pm at Rockwood Lodge in Sechelt. 
 
ADJOURNMENT at 9:00 
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Halfmoon Bay APC Advisory Group  
Coopers Green, Halfmoon Bay, BC 

 
MINUTES OF TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 2012   

 
Chair       Catherine Gage 
Ex Officio member     Garry Nohr 
Recording Secretary     Katrina Walters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
 
 
          
 

 
 
1. Call to Order  

Catherine Gage, chairperson, called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm.  
 

2. Agenda  
 
Motion: That the agenda be accepted as printed. 

 
        Carried Unanimously 

 
3. Minutes  

Minutes from the following meetings were received for information: 
 
3.1 Area B- Halfmoon Bay APC Minutes of February 28, 2012. 
3.2 Planning and Development Committee Minutes of February 16 & March 15, 2012. 
3.3 Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of February 28, 2012. 

 

Note:  The meeting minutes of the other Area APCs are available on the SCRD  
website under http://www.scrd.ca/APC  

 

Motion: That the above Halfmoon Bay APC minutes be accepted as printed and that all 
other minutes be received for information only. 
 

        Carried Unanimously 
   

4.    Business Arising from Minutes and Unfinished Business 
  
 4.1  Gidora have withdrawn application Amendment Bylaw 325.21 and Zoning 

Amendment Bylaw 310.142 (APC meeting minutes of February 28, 2012). 
 
 
 
 

PRESENT 
Elise Rudland 
Alda Grames 
Joan Harvey 
Catherine Gage 
Walter Powell 
Eleanor Lenz 
Richard Grant 
Jay Corman 
Ray Moss 
 

REGRETS 
Ron Kernohan 
Garry Nohr 
Leonard Pakulak 
Brian Lucas 
 
 

SCRD STAFF 
 
 

 

GUESTS 
Ryan Daley 
Terry Holland 
Linda Holland 
Diane Sanford 
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5. New Business  
 

5.1 Bylaw No. 310.143 (Temporary Use Permits) and 522.15 (Planning and 
Development Procedures and Fees) 

 
APC Comments/Concerns: 

 No comments. 
 
 

5.2 License of Occupation Application File 2410710 by Holland for a Residential Private 
Moorage fronting Lot 2, DL 1485, Plan BCP48574, Wood Bay, Halfmoon Bay, B.C. 

 
 Note: 
 1.  Mme. Chair introduced guest Diane Sanford as an expert on eel grass.  
 2.  Walter Powell attended representing the applicants. 

3.  The APC and guests discussed the application with the understanding that the APC 
will provide comments only as the applicants are revising their application to comply 
with SCRD zoning Bylaw 310- section 1200.4 (maximum area of 65 m² for a residential 
dock), as stated in their letter of March 28th, 2012.    

 
APC Comments/Concerns: 
 
-Members are concerned about the size of the dock footprint in such a small bay.  This 
concern is addressed by the applicant's intention to reduce the footprint to comply with 
Bylaw 310- section 1200-4. 
 
-Members feel that building a dock to accommodate large visiting boats would set a 
precedent for other large docks.  It is suggested that docks be designed to suit the day-
to-day needs of the residents, and that large visiting boats can moor at the nearby public 
wharf.   
 
-It is also noted that the wash from large boats (30, 40, 50ft) has a detrimental effect on 
eel grass beds, and that these boats should not be encouraged to moor close to eel 
grass beds. 
 
-Diane Sanford explained the environmental importance of eel grass.  It is suggested that 
the current information on eel grass beds is outdated and that the re-mapping of local eel 
grass beds should be a pre-requisite for the application. 
 
-Members questioned the proposed location of the dock, and suggested that the other 
side of the peninsula be considered as an alternative location.  In response, it is noted 
that the dock has already been re-located based on advice from DFO, who visited the 
site and suggested that the applicants construct the dock at the proposed location. 
 
-There is concern about the visual impact of the dock: how high the approach is, and how 
far the dock extends into the bay.  The applicants have taken an active roll in all aspects 
of site development and are working with professionals towards minimizing both the 
visual and environmental impact of the dock.  This effort is recognized and appreciated 
by the APC. 
 
-The APC is concerned about the materiality of the dock and limiting the leaching of toxic 
substances into the water.  It is noted that materials have been carefully considered for 
their environmental impact: aluminum mesh, steel piles, marine-rated lumbers, and hard 
plastic floats will be used. 
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6. Directors Report: 
 
Director Garry Nohr was unable to attend and give his report. 
 

  
7. APC Committee Discussions/Requests: 
 
-Planning and Development Committee Meeting Minutes February 16, 2012: 
Recommendation No. 6: The APC did wave it (it was a year ago). 
 
-Planning and Development Committee Meeting Minutes March 15, 2012: 
Recommendation No. 22:  A question about the SCRD appropriation / acquisition of land was 
discussed. 
 
-A huge set of herring were at Thormanby Island 3 wks ago. 
-Pink salmon were in Gibsons harbour and at the mill. 
 
-Heads up about aquaculture Sports Fishery Advisory Committee: a series of bays are slated 
for oyster farming. 

 
 

8. Next Meeting 
Tuesday, April 24, 7:00 Coopers Green Hall 
 

  
9. Adjournment 

8: 16PM 
 
 
 
 
________________________    ____________________ 
Catherine Gage      Date 
HMB APC Chair   
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 
 

ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 
Roberts Creek Library Reading Room 

1044 Roberts Creek Road, Roberts Creek  
Monday, March 26, 2012, 7:00 PM 

 
Present:  Heather Conn, Tzaddi Gordon, Dana Gregory, and Bill Page (Chair)  
Also Present:  Donna Shugar (Director), and Diedra Goodwin (Recording Secretary) 
Regrets:  Kye Goodwin, Sue Gordon, Barry Morrow, Gerald Rainville, and Dave Ryan (Alternate 

Director) 
Absent:  Marion Jolicoeur, Brock O’Byrne, and Eric Tiessen 
 
1.  CALL TO ORDER  
The meeting was called to order at 7:10 PM  
 
2.  MINUTES 
 2.1 The Roberts Creek (Area D) APC Minutes of February 27, 2012 were accepted as circulated 
(DG/HC)  M/S/Carried 
 2.2  The following were received for information: 
 2.2.1  Planning and Development Committee Minutes of  February 16 and March 15, 2012 
 2.2.2  Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of February 28, 2012  

3.  NEW BUSINESS 

 4.1   Bylaw 310.143 (Temporary Use Permits) and 522.15 (Planning & Development Procedures and 
Fees) 

COMMENT:  In the future, in order to fully consider the proposed changes, the complete by-law with 
the proposed alterations highlighted should be provided to the APC.   
 
MOTION:  Whereas we haven’t seen the entire by-law, the APC would like to see the bylaw explicitly 
state that input from the Public Information Meeting would be considered by the Board in making its 
decision. (HC/DG)  M/S/Carried 
 
COMMENT:  On page 27, item #13, a reference to ‘commercial and industrial use’ has not been 
consistently struck out from the entire proposed by-law. 

COMMENT:  On page 26, item #23, “…on the land that is subject of the subdivision application…”, 
strike out the word subdivision. 
 
QUESTION:  Is the Temporary Use Permit transferable to a subsequent owner or tenant? 

4.  The Director’s Report was received. 
 
5.  NEXT MEETING Monday, April 30, 7:00 PM, at the Roberts Creek Library, 1044 Roberts Creek 

Road. 
 
ADJOURNMENT at 8:30 PM 
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Minutes of the Elphinstone (Area E) Advisory Planning Commission  
Wednesday, March 28, 2012 meeting at Frank West Hall, Elphinstone, BC  
  
  Present:   Lynda Chamberlin, Co-Chair   Regrets:  Lorne Lewis, Director    
   Ron Kaiser        Alan Colleypriest, Co-Chair 
   Elizabeth Nordlund      Patrick Fitzsimons 
           Jim Gurney 
 Alt. Director:  Laurella Hay       Graham Chapman   
 Secretary:  Diane Corbett       Carl Snazell 
         Absent: Rob Bone 
 
 
Call to Order  7:00 pm 
 
Minutes 
 
1. Elphinstone (Area E) Advisory Planning Commission Minutes of February 22, 2012 

 
MOTION (EN/RK): THAT the minutes be adopted. 
           Carried Unanimously  

 
2. Planning and Development Committee Minutes of February 16 and March 15, 2012 
3. Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of February 28, 2012 

 
MOTION (EN/RK): THAT all minutes be received for information. 
            
           Carried Unanimously  

 
Unfinished Business and Business Arising from Minutes 
 
4. Communications with Planning Staff 

 
Co-Chair Lynda Chamberlin reported that she had exchanged emails with SCRD Planning 
staff in response to an inquiry from staff about the Area E APC discussion on the 
Temporary Use Permit at the last meeting. Copies of the emails were distributed to 
members and feedback was invited. 

 
5. Planning and Development Committee Minutes of March 15, 2012, Recommendation No. 8 

(Zoning Bylaw 310.140 and Temporary Use Permit No. E-1) 
 
APC members expressed surprise and concern regarding Recommendation No. 8 of the 
Planning and Development Committee March 15, 2012 meeting minutes that related to an 
item of discussion, the issuance of a Temporary Use Permit at a location on Gower Point 
Road in Elphinstone, at two recent APC meetings.  
 
Comments raised indicated that the APC wanted to understand: why the Planning and 
Development Committee made the recommendation to proceed with a Temporary Use 
Permit at the subject site, and the meaning and implications of this; and why the 
neighbours were not consulted about a Temporary Use Permit as recommended by the 
APC at its last meeting. 
 
It was pointed out that examples of circumstances for a Temporary Use Permit provided in 
the staff report of March 19, 2012 on Temporary Use Permits did not sound similar to the 
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Elphinstone Advisory Planning Commission Meeting Minutes – March 28, 2012 Page 2 of 2 

Gower Point Road example, which appeared to be intended to be a situation that would be 
built upon. The concern was that this would set a precedent and that the end result could 
be a commercial area in a residential area that was not part of the Official Community 
Plan. 

 
MOTION (EN/RK): THAT the Planning and Development Committee provide clarification 
to the Elphinstone APC as to why the APC recommendation of February 22, 2012 
regarding a Temporary Use Permit on the subject property was disregarded. 
 
           Carried Unanimously 

 
New Business 
 
6. Bylaw 310.143 (Temporary Use Permits) and 522.15 (Planning and Development 

Procedures and Fees) 
  

The APC did not specifically comment on the proposed changes to Bylaw 310.143 
(Temporary Use Permits) and 522.15 (Planning and Development Procedures and Fees) 
noted in the staff report. 

 
7. Subdivision Application MOTI #2012- 01026 (Twohig, 123 Swallow Road, Elphinstone) 
 

  MOTION (RK/EN):  THAT the APC approves the application. 
 

            Carried Unanimously 
 
Director's Report  
 
8. There was no Director’s Report. Alternate Director Hay announced that Director Lewis was 

planning a walk along Ocean Beach Esplanade with Don Legault, the Area Manager of the 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. 

 
Next Meeting   Wednesday, April 25, 2012 
 
Adjournment  7:23 pm 
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Minutes of the West Howe Sound (Area F) Advisory Planning Commission Meeting 
Eric Cardinall Hall, Shirley Macey Park, Tuesday, March 27, 2012 
 

Page 1 of 3 

PRESENT: Mike Comerford (Co-Chair) REGRETS: Bruce Wallis 
 Fred Gazeley (Co-Chair) 
 Laura Houle 
 Chris Barlow   DIRECTOR: Lee Turnbull 
 Judith Kenly 
 Leonie Croy  STAFF:  David Raphael 
 Jeremy Valeriote 
 Charlie Collura 
 Lynda Coote, Recording Secretary 

 
1. Call to Order 

Mike Comerford, Co-Chair called the meeting to order at 7.30 pm and invited everyone 
to introduce themselves for the benefit of the new members. 
 

2. Agenda 
The Area F Advisory Planning Commission Agenda was accepted as circulated. 
 

3. Minutes 
The following minutes were received for information: 
3.1. West Howe Sound, Area F APC, February 28, 2012 
3.2. Planning and Development, February 16 and March 15, 2012 
3.3. Agricultural Advisory, February 28, 2012. 
 

4. Business Arising 
There were brief discussions on the following items: 
 
4.1. APC Minutes 

Area F APC members again requested the inclusion of other APC minutes in 
their agenda packages. 
 

4.2. Planning & Development, February 16, 2012, Recommendation #12 
Concern about possible nuclear materials in the Federal Navy contract 

 
4.3. Planning & Development, March 15, 2012, Recommendation #22 

Area F APC members noted their appreciation for the content of their minutes, 
which provided inclusion of discussions in point form 
 

4.4. Planning & Development, March 15, 2012, Recommendation #6 
 

4.5. Agricultural Advisory, February 28, 2012, Recommendations #1 & 2 
References to Option 1 and Option 3 but no context as to what these options 
might include 
 

4.6. Agricultural Advisory, February 28, 2012, Recommendation #6 
David Raphael provided an overview of the proposed changes, including the 
consultation process with APC’s before public input. 
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Minutes of the West Howe Sound (Area F) Advisory Planning Commission Meeting 
Eric Cardinall Hall, Shirley Macey Park, Tuesday, March 27, 2012 
 

Page 2 of 3 

5. New Business 
 

5.1. Bylaw 310.143 (Temporary Use Permits) and 522.15 (Planning and Development 
Procedures and Fees) 

 
David Raphael, Senior Planner reviewed his staff report of March 19, 2012 and 
comments included: 
 Mixed responses back from the APCs 
 Issues with process outlined 
 Recognizes level of scale where high investment would require full 

rezoning process 
 Temporary Use Permits (TUP) might be a better fit for small investments 

or repurposing of a building 
 Assessed on a case by case basis 
 Pertinent to land use, i.e. signage, lighting, noise, smells, vibrations and 

chickens 
 Once zoning approved, the designation cannot be taken away 
 Currently only selected areas in the SCRD allow TUP 
 Changes to bylaws would allow more details on the consultation and 

process 
 Another tool for the SCRD to use 
 Not always a three year term, could be two months 
 Maximum six years on TUP, then applicant must apply for new permit or 

consider rezoning 
 Staff will see if TUP can be tied to the property, if permit can be 

withdrawn before the end of its term and what conditions can be enforced 
 Our ability to enforce TUP conditions & to effectively cancel in the event 

of non-performance was deemed to be a major issue. 
 SCRD is not required to issue a TUP 
 Non-compliance would result in removal of TUP 
 Level of detail can be specific, i.e. no PCB’s 
 Spot zoning not supported by SCRD 
 Waiving a public meeting requires SCRD Board approval 
 Applicants receive notification information from the SCRD database and 

hand delivery of notices is another option 
 SCRD will check with other local governments about their TUP usage and 

will seek legal advice. 
 
APC comments included: 
 Is this a way to avoid the zoning process? 
 Forgiveness versus enforcement 
 May encourage small businesses to come forward 
 Public consultation needs to be mandatory, including required signage 

and neighbourhood notification 
 Three year period too long 
 Can TUP be renewed over and over? 
 Why were the words commercial and industrial deleted in the bylaw? 
 What about enforcement costs if there are violations of conditions or 

changes in the needs of the community? 
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Minutes of the West Howe Sound (Area F) Advisory Planning Commission Meeting 
Eric Cardinall Hall, Shirley Macey Park, Tuesday, March 27, 2012 
 

Page 3 of 3 

 Should staff rather than the applicant be responsible for the public 
information meeting? 

 Bylaw needs be more concise and clearer on criteria and processes 
 
MOVED by Judith Kenly, SECONDED by Laura Houle 
THAT “The West Howe Sound Area F Advisory Planning Commission request 
that individual Temporary Use Permit applications be referred to the Advisory 
Planning Commission for consideration before proceeding to any public 
information meetings.” 

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
David Raphael noted this request would be incorporated into Bylaw 310.143 and 
Bylaw No. 522.15. 
 
APC members appreciated the attendance of David Raphael at their meeting to 
address their concerns and agreed they would like to see the revised documents 
again before it proceeded to a public information meeting. 
 
MOVED by Judith Kenly, SECONDED by Fred Gazeley 
THAT “The West Howe Sound Area F Advisory Planning Commission request 
that the revised report and bylaws on the Temporary Use Permit (TUP) be 
referred back the APC before it is considered at a public information meeting and 
a public hearing.” 

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

6. Director’s Report 
Director Turnbull reported on: 
 Budget process 
 Volunteer Organizations on the Sunshine Coast 
 Recreation Programming 
 Transit 
 Soames Hill stair repairs 
 Affordable Housing 
 BURNCO 
 Marine Drive Bike Path 
 

7. Next Meeting 
The next scheduled Area F APC meeting will be April 24, 2012 at 7.30 pm, Eric 
Cardinall Hall, Shirley Macey Park.  
 

8. Adjournment 
The meeting adjourned a 9.30 pm. 

 
 
 
……………………………………………..   …………………………………………. 
Mike Comerford, Co-Chair     Date 
 
 
 
APCMar2712 
28/03/12; 29/03/12 
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SCRD STAFF REPORT 
  

 
DATE: April 11, 2012 
TO: Planning and Development Committee (April 19, 2012) 
FROM: David Rafael, Senior Planner 
RE: Bylaw 310.143 and 522.15 (Planning & Development Procedures and Fees) 

amendments proposed for Temporary Use Permits 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
THAT the Regional District Board give Bylaw 310.143 First Reading, staff arrange a public 
information meeting and send referrals to the shíshálh and Squamish First Nations, 
Town of Gibsons and District of Sechelt and other agencies that may be identified during 
the referral process. 
AND THAT the Regional District Board give Bylaw 522.15 First Reading prior to it being 
presented for public input at the same public information meeting for Bylaw 310.143. 
 

 
BACKGROUND 

Planning & Development Procedures and Fees Bylaw No. 522, 2003, sets out the fees, 

notification process and information requirements for all land use applications. 

At the March 22, 2012, Board the following resolution (149/12) was adopted: 

Recommendation No. 14 Bylaw 310.143   

The Planning and Development Committee recommended that the staff report titled 
“Bylaw 310.143 (Designation of Electoral Areas as a Temporary Use Permit Area)” 
dated March 6, 2012 be received as amended; 

AND THAT staff provide a report to the April Planning and Development Committee 
with suggested changes to Planning and Development Procedures and Fees Bylaw 
No 522 regarding public consultation. 

At that meeting staff noted that a response to questions raised by the Area F APC would be 
sent to the Area B to F APCs for information. 

DISCUSSION 
Questions Raised by Area F APC 

1. What situation would warrant going for full rezoning? If building a factory there, 
that isn’t a temporary use. Think we need to see some examples…once you go 
to a commercial enterprise, then you have to go to full rezoning. 

If the proposal is one that would not inherently be considered temporary then 
rezoning should be the first option.   

Staff consider that if the temporary use proves over time to fit well in the   
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Staff consider that if the temporary use proves over time to fit well in the 
neighbourhood, such as minimal impact, then there is scope to consider rezoning 
the property so that the activity becomes a permitted use.  Another situation may be 
where the scale of the proposal is such that the level of investment required to 
operate is beyond the risk to the operator/applicant of a temporary use permit not 
being renewed or reissued.  For example if the use requires substantial 
development or renovation of an existing building.  Another could be if the cost of 
relocating an activity is high and it would be better to seek a permanent solution.  
The SCRD is also unlikely to issue a TUP where the result is creating a 
residence/dwelling as there are likely to be complications if, at the end of the TUP, a 
person needs to be removed from what has become their only home. 

2. Are they going to have restrictions on the type of activities? 

Permitted uses/activities will be defined on a case-by-case basis for each permit.  The 
conditions that set out restrictions will be established on a case-by-case basis specific to 
the type of temporary use and the character of the neighbourhood it will be located within.  
The SCRD will work with the local community to establish the types of use and range of 
conditions that are acceptable.  The Regional District Board issues the TUP and will 
consider the views of the local neighbourhood.  

3. Would like to see examples of what would constitute a Temporary Use Permit 

In general, temporary uses have traditionally allowed for an industrial or commercial 
activity that is needed for a temporary period to support another activity; for example an 
on-site concrete batch plant to allow for the construction of a development in a remote 
area.  Another may be to support a significant activity that is going to take place over a 
limited time such as where temporary construction or storage is needed to support 
activity on another location.  Another range of uses could be to allow for a home based 
business to test out an expansion beyond what is allowed for in zoning (limited retail 
area, limitations on employees) before they invest in relocating to a more appropriate 
commercial area.  Another use could be to allow for the temporary relocation of a 
business while it renovates its permanent location or while it searches for new 
permanent location. 

4. Why is the time 3 years or 6 years, with no public consultation and a rubber stamp? 

The length of time a TUP can run for is up to 3 years, which is the maximum allowed for 
by the Local Government Act.  The TUP can be for a shorter period based upon the 
potential impact, the needs of the applicant and the views of the neighbourhood.  Staff do 
not intend that the process for renewal to be a rubber stamp exercise and are proposing 
amendments to the SCRD Bylaw that governs the Planning and Development procedures. 

Advisory Planning Commission Comments 

In February, the APCs for Areas B to F provided advice to the Regional District regarding 
designating all of the four electoral areas as temporary use permit areas as follows: 

Halfmoon Bay and Roberts Creek’s APCs are in favour of Bylaw 310 being 
amended to allow all of Electoral Area B and D as areas where a temporary use 
permit may be considered. 

Elphinstone APC is not in favour of such an amendment for Electoral Area E. 

West Howe Sound APC asked for additional information before advising the 
Regional District. 
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Staff referred a report to Areas B to F APCs setting out the answers to Area F’s questions and 
the proposed changes to Bylaw 522.  They commented that: 

Halfmoon Bay 

No comments. 

Roberts Creek 

Whereas we haven’t seen the entire by-law, the APC would like to see the bylaw 
explicitly state that input from the Public Information Meeting would be considered 
by the Board in making its decision. 

Specific Comments were: 

 On page 27, item #13, a reference to ‘commercial and industrial use’ has not 
been consistently struck out from the entire proposed by-law. 

 On page 26, item #23, “…on the land that is subject of the subdivision 
application…”, strike out the word subdivision. 

 Is the Temporary Use Permit transferable to a subsequent owner or tenant? 
 In the future, in order to fully consider the proposed changes, the complete by-

law with the proposed alterations highlighted should be provided to the APC. 

Staff note that the TUP is on the property, thus it will transfer to subsequent 
owners/tenants. 

Area E 

The APC did not specifically comment on the proposed changes to Bylaw 310.143 
(Temporary Use Permits) and 522.15 (Planning and Development Procedures and 
Fees) noted in the staff report. 

Area F 

The West Howe Sound Area F Advisory Planning Commission request that 
individual Temporary Use Permit applications be referred to the Advisory Planning 
Commission for consideration before proceeding to any public information meetings. 

Specific Comments and Questions were raised:  

 Is this a way to avoid the zoning process?  
 Forgiveness versus enforcement  
 May encourage small businesses to come forward  
 Public consultation needs to be mandatory, including required signage and 

neighbourhood notification  
 Three year period too long  
 Can TUP be renewed over and over?  
 Why were the words commercial and industrial deleted in the bylaw?  
 What about enforcement costs if there are violations of conditions or changes 

in the needs of the community?  
 Should staff rather than the applicant be responsible for the public information 

meeting?  
 Bylaw needs be more concise and clearer on criteria and processes  

Staff note that the TUP is an alternative to rezoning when the activity is either short 
term or the community is willing to test out a use that may not be harmful prior to 
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considering rezoning.  A TUP can only be renewed once and then a new permit 
must be applied for.  “Commercial and industrial” were removed as the Local 
Government Act was changed and now refers to “temporary use permits”.  The 
enforcement costs should be the same as when there is a violation of the zoning 
bylaw.  The issue of who is responsible for arranging a public information meeting is 
not currently proposed to change from it being the responsibility of the applicant.  It 
is considered by staff that the applicant will conduct a robust meeting as it is I their 
interests to do so.  The SCRD will arrange for subsequent public notification prior to 
Board considering whether to issue the permit; any failure to follow the required 
process for a public meeting will come out at this stage and it would reflect poorly on 
the applicant. 

Referrals to Advisory Planning Commissions 

Bylaw 522 does not specifically mention what type of applications are referred to APCs.  
Although it does state in section 7(2)(c) that the report to the Planning and Development 
Committee will include “a summary of advisory planning commission comments related to 
the application”.   

Sunshine Coast Regional District Advisory Planning Commissions Bylaw No. 453, 1998, 
does not set out the specific types of applications referred to APCs.  It refers to matters 
referred to them by the Board or Director “respecting land use, the preparation and 
adoption of a community plan, or a rural land use bylaw, or a proposed bylaw or permit, 
that may be enacted or issued under Part 26 of the Local Government Act.” 

A TUP is a matter of land use and thus can be referred to an APC.  At this point staff do 
not recommend amending Bylaw 453 to list all the types of applications referred to the 
APCs. 

Electoral Area A – Bylaw 337 

Currently staff are not proposing any changes to Bylaw 337 as the Egmont/Pender Harbour 
OCP allows for TUPs to be considered within the Rural Resource, Rural Residential A, Rural 
Residential B, and Industrial land use designations.  To date no TUPs have been issued and 
only one application was received, in 2003.  It was cancelled by the SCRD due to inactivity by 
the applicant when asked meet conditions prior to issuance. 

Bylaw 310.143 

Bylaw 310.143 proposes amendments to allow the Regional District to consider applications for 
temporary use permits for Area B to F. 

The APC were re-consulted with specific reference to concerns raised in February and setting 
out proposed changes to Bylaw 522.  As noted above there is not unanimity of advice from the 
APCs.  West Howe Sound APC is willing to consider TUPs, provided they are referred to the 
APCs for comments.  The Elphinstone APC did not comment on the proposed changes to 522 
and thus has not altered their initial position on Bylaw 310.143 where it is not in favour of the 
amendment. 

Staff consider that there is benefit in having a consistent approach to temporary use permits 
from Areas B to F.  Thus Bylaw 310.143 still includes Area E for consideration at this time.  This 
will allow furterh input from local residents and interested parties before the Board considers 
whether to move forward with the bylaw as drafted or alter it to exclude some electoral areas. 

If the bylaw receives first reading then referrals will be sent to the shíshálh and Squamish First 
Nations, the Town of Gibsons and District of Sechelt and other agencies that may be identified 
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during the consultation period.   In addition a public information meeting will be arranged at the 
SCRD Field Road Office on an appropriate date. 

A draft of Bylaw 310.143 is attached for reference (Attachment A). 

Amendments to Bylaw 522 (Planning and Development Procedures and Fees 

Planning & Development Procedures and Fees Bylaw No. 522, 2003, sets out the notification 
process and information requirements for a TUP (Attachment A).  Some amendments to Bylaw 
522 are proposed to reflect a change in the Local Government Act; where the permits are no 
longer referred to as “temporary commercial and industrial use permits”, they are now 
“temporary use permits”. 

Other proposed amendments strengthen the consultation process, for example to note the 
requirements for a public information meeting.  The proposed changes are shown in Bylaw 
522.15 (Attachment B); with proposed additions in bold and underlined and text to be deleted 
is crossed through.   

The current version of Bylaw 522 can be found on the SCRD web site at: 

 http://www.scrd.ca/files/File/Administration/Bylaws/Bylaw-522-Consolidated-to-522_14.pdf 

Like most of the Regional District’s bylaws, amendments to Bylaw 522 do not need to go 
through a public hearing process as the bylaw does not fall within the requirements of Part 26 of 
the Local Government Act which sets out requirements for planning and land use management.  
However the Board could give Bylaw 522.15 first reading to indicate to the public that it has 
reviewed the contents and gives staff direction to gather public input at the same time as Bylaw 
310.143.  Bylaw 310.143 proposes to amend Bylaw 310 to allow for TUPs to be considered 
without the need for spot rezoning. 

Bylaw 522 applies to all Electoral Areas.  Thus any amendments will also apply to area A. 

CONCLUSION 
Staff consider that the proposed changes to Bylaw 522 establish a robust process for public 
consultation.  The need for a public information meeting and notifications being sent to the local 
community will allow for community input.  Bylaw 522 also requires that the Regional District 
notify local residents when it will consider whether to issue the permit.  This is supplemented by 
the legislative requirement for the Regional District to place a notice in the local paper advising 
that it will be considering a TUP.   

Staff consider that, while a public hearing is not required, Bylaw 522.15 should receive first 
reading.  This will allow Bylaw 522.15 to be considered at the same public information meeting 
as 310.143 which will be scheduled in the near future. 

 

______________________________ 
 
David Rafael, Senior Planner 
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ATTACHMENT A 
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 310.143, 2012 
 
A bylaw to amend the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987". 

The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, 
enacts as follows: 

PART A - CITATION 

1. This bylaw may be cited as the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw No. 310.143, 2012". 

PART B – AMENDMENT 

2. Insert “Section 511 Temporary Use Permits” to the Table of Contents. 

3. Insert the following after Section 510: 

 “511 Temporary Use Permits 

511 Electoral Areas B through F are designated to allow temporary use permits, 
pursuant to Section 920.2 of the Local Government Act.” 

 

 

PART C - ADOPTION 

READ A FIRST TIME this  DAY OF   2012 

READ A SECOND TIME this  DAY OF   2012 

PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO 

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this  DAY OF   2012 

READ A THIRD TIME this  DAY OF   2012 

APPROVED PURSUANT TO Section 52 of 

THE TRANSPORTATION ACT this   DAY OF    2012 

ADOPTED this  DAY OF  2012 

 

 __________________________ 

        Corporate Officer 

 

         __________________________ 

         Chair 
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ATTACHMENT B 
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT 

 
Bylaw No. 522.15 

 
A bylaw to amend the “Planning & Development Procedures 

and Fees Bylaw No. 522, 2003.” 
 

 
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, 
enacts as follows: 

1. This Bylaw may be cited as the “Planning & Development Procedures and Fees 
Amendment Bylaw No. 522.15, 2012”. 

2. “Planning & Development Procedures & Fees Bylaw No. 522, 2003” is amended as follows: 

Additions are in bold and underlined and deletions are crossed through. 

3.  This bylaw applies to the following: 

… 

(c)  a temporary commercial and industrial permit; 

… 

6.  The Board may, by bylaw, delegate authority to the Manager of Planning and 
Development and the General Manager of Community Services or the Senior 
Planner, as an alternate, to approve or deny the issuance of: 

… 

(2)  temporary commercial and industrial use permits; 

… 

15.  In the event that a permit has been authorized for issuance pursuant to this bylaw, 
a new permit application is required to change or alter a development, variance, 
temporary commercial or industrial use or tree cutting that has been permitted, if in 
the opinion of the Manager of Planning & Development, the proposed change or 
alteration would have the effect of: 

… 

17.  Unless it is determined that a new permit application is required pursuant to section 
15, a permit amendment application is required to change, alter, revise, renew or 
extend a development, variance, temporary commercial or industrial use or tree 
cutting, for which a permit has been authorized. 
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Notifications 

20 Pursuant to Sections 892, 893 and 921 of the Local Government Act, and 
notwithstanding section 21, the Manager of Planning & Development or their 
designate will give notice of a public hearing or the date the Regional Board 
proposes to consider issuing a temporary commercial and industrial use permit 
application to: 

(1) owners of property located within 100 metres of the land that is subject to the 
bylaw amendment or temporary commercial and industrial use permit 
application, as currently listed on the assessment roll at the date of 1st 
reading; and 

(2) tenants currently occupying property located within 100 metres of the land that 
is subject to the bylaw amendment or temporary commercial and industrial use 
permit application. 

22 Upon first and second reading of a bylaw amendment application involving: 

(1) a rezoning from residential use to commercial or industrial use; 

(2) more than 10 hectares of land; or 

(3) the potential subdivision of 10 or more lots; or 
(4) a temporary use permit 
an applicant will post a notification sign on the land that is subject to the bylaw 
amendment, which is to be constructed and installed in accordance with the 
applicable guidelines as set out in Schedule C attached hereto and forming part of 
this bylaw, or as required by the Manager of Planning and Development. 

23 Within ten (10) days of submitting an application for subdivision, a temporary use 
permit or a renewal of a temporary use permit, an applicant will post a notice 
sign on the land that is the subject of the subdivision application, which is to be 
installed in accordance with written specifications provided by the Manager of 
Planning & Development or their designate. 

24 Upon receiving from the Manager of Planning & Development written confirmation of 
a suitable date and time for a public information meeting, an applicant to which 
section 21 applies or a temporary use permit, including its renewal, or an 
applicant for a subdivision comprising more than 10 hectares of land or the creation 
of ten (10) or more lots will: 

(1) arrange and conduct the public information meeting in accordance with the 
applicable public information meeting guidelines as set out in Schedule D 
attached hereto and forming part of this bylaw; 

(2) give notice of the public information meeting, stating: 

(a) in general terms, the purpose of the bylaw amendment; 

(b) the land that is subject to the bylaw amendment; and 

(c) the time, date and place of the public information meeting; 

(3) mail or otherwise deliver notice at least ten (10) days before the public 
information meeting to: 
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(a) owners of property located within 100 metres of the land that is subject 
to the bylaw amendment or subdivision application, as currently listed on 
the assessment roll; and 

(b) tenants currently occupying property located within 100 metres of the 
land that is subject to the bylaw amendment or permit application. 

(4) publish notice in the local newspaper, at least one (1) week and not more than 
two (2) weeks before the public information meeting. 

 

 
SCHEDULE A 

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
Applications for Temporary Commercial & Industrial Use Permits 

 

13. At a minimum, the following information is required in support of an application for a 
temporary commercial & industrial use permit: 

(1) If the proposed temporary commercial or industrial use includes the 
construction or installation of a temporary building, structure or facility, two 
sets of full-size (1:500 minimum) and one set of reduced (8.5” x 11”) 
architectural or engineered drawings including a scaled site plan, building 
elevations, building and site sections, and roof plan.  Planning & Development 
staff may consider exceptions to specific drawings, depending on the scale 
and complexity of the proposed temporary commercial or industrial use. 

(2) A site plan (1:500 minimum) identifying the location and type of proposed 
temporary commercial or industrial use(s) on the subject property. The site 
plan must also show the property lines, access points and any buildings and 
structures contained on the site. 

(3) If the application for a temporary commercial & commercial use permit 
involves a request for variance(s) to a bylaw, a detailed description of the 
requested variance(s), including illustration of the variance(s) on any plans 
and drawings submitted, and specific reasons in support of the requested 
variances. 

(4) A copy of a state of title certificate, or a copy of a Land Title Search providing 
proof of ownership dated no more than 30 days prior to the date of application. 

14 Depending on the scale and complexity of the temporary commercial & industrial 
use applied for, additional information may be required to properly evaluate the 
application. Additional information may include, but is not limited to, the following: 

(1) A current BC Land Surveyor’s survey certificate or real property report. 

(2) A report prepared by a qualified professional which addresses concerns that 
may include geotechnical characteristics, natural hazardous conditions, 
topographical features, ecosystems and biological diversity, fish and wildlife 
habitat, environmentally sensitive features, and/or rare and endangered plant 
or animal species. 
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(3) An impact assessment of the proposed temporary use on groundwater 
quantity and quality, and surface water affected by the use, including options 
for collection, storage and drainage of surface water.  A professional engineer 
having experience with hydrological studies must complete such study. 

(4) An assessment of the anticipated water supply and sewage disposal facilities 
required for the proposed temporary use including connections to a community 
sewage system, if available. A professional engineer having experience with 
hydrological studies must complete such study. 

(5) An assessment of the impact of the proposed temporary use on road and 
water access, including the ability to provide safe and effective internal and 
external access/egress.  A professional engineer having experience with traffic 
analysis must complete such study. 

(6) An archaeological impact assessment prepared by a qualified archaeologist. 

(7) Development approval information, as set out in Sections 31 through 36 of this 
bylaw. 

 

Schedule B - Fees 

(10) The processing fee for a temporary commercial or industrial use permit 
application will be in the amount $500.00 plus $1.00/m² of floor area, to a 
maximum of $1,000.00. 

 

Schedule D: Guidelines for Public Information Meetings 

Add the following and renumber the subsequent sections as needed: 

4. An applicant for a temporary use permit or renewal of a temporary use permit 
will be required to conduct a public information meeting. 

 

 

READ A FIRST TIME this  DAY OF   2012. 

READ A SECOND TIME AS AMENDED this  DAY OF   2012. 

READ A THIRD TIME  this  DAY OF   2012. 

ADOPTED  this  DAY OF   2012. 

 
 
________________________________ 
Corporate Officer 
 

 
________________________________ 
Chair 
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